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ABSTRACT 
Ice mechanical experiments in uniaxial compression and in simple shear configurations 
-
were carried out at 0.2 MPa octahedral shear stress and - 5 ·c on ice core samples 
deposited as snow during the Wisconsin and Holocene periods. Tested samples were 
selected from ice cores drilled in South Greenland (Dye 3), Ellesmere Island, Canada 
(Agassiz Ice Cap) and East Antarctica (Law Dome Ice Cap), with an aim to finding the 
reasons for different flow rates between Wisconsin ice and Holocene ice. These different 
flow rates, reported by some glaciologists, were inferred from field measurements of 
borehole closure and inclination. The ice test samples were analysed for crystal size and 
orientation fabric, and soluble and insoluble impurity concentrations. 
The experiments, in two different stress configurations, gave coincident results. With the 
progression of strain, the deformation of the Wisconsin ice and of the Holocene ice tended 
to reach a constant tertiary (steady state) flow rate. Ice with a c-axis fabric pattern 
compatible with the applied stress configuration (small circle girdle pattern for 
compression and single maximum pattern for shear) reached steady state flow directly, 
without passing through a minimum creep stage. For the steady state tertiary flow, there 
was no evidence found of any significant difference between the flow rates of Wisconsin 
and Holocene ice. Crystal size and the presence of impurities (in the concentrations found 
in the different ice samples) seemed not to affect the ice flow rates at the temperature and 
stress tested. The ice flow rates were found to be determined mainly by crystal 
orientation fabric pattern. It is concluded therefore, that the more rapid flow measured in 
some field projects for the Wisconsin ice is primarily due to enhanced crystal orientation 
strength. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. NEED FOR INVESTIGATION 
It has been found from field results on the Greenland, Antarctic and other ice masses, that 
flow rates of ice laid down on the ice sheet during the Wisconsin period (i.e. during the 
last Great Ice Age) are a factor of 2 to 4 greater than those for ice from the Holocene 
period (since the Ice Age). Hooke (1973) apparently first observed this characteristic in 
borehole deformation experiments on Barnes Ice Cap, Baffin Island, Canada. The 
borehole deformation experiments on Devon Ice Cap (Paterson, 1977) and Agassiz Ice 
Cap in Canada (Fisher and Koerner, 1986), and at Dye 3 in south Greenland (Dahl-Jensen 
and Gundestrup, 1987) documented a similar softness of Wisconsin ice. This suggests 
further effects on ice flow of some parameters which have not as yet been accounted for, 
and which are different or in different concentrations in Wisconsin ice than in Holocene 
ice. 
Some ice core analyses, mainly in the Northern Hemisphere, have shown that the ice 
deposited during the glaciation has smaller crystals, a stronger fabric, and higher 
concentrations of soluble and insoluble impurities than has ice deposited during the 
Holocene period. The contrast is especially strong for ice from the last part of the 
glaciation (the " late Wisconsin " in North America) (Hooke and Hudleston, 1980; 
Hooke and others, 1988; Dahl-Jensen and Gundestrup, 1987; Herron and Langway, 1982; 
Thompson, 1977; Thompson and Mosley-Thompson, 1981). However, the situation in 
Antarctica is less clear-cut. On Law Dome for example, the Holocene ice, rather than 
Wisconsin ice, has relatively smaller crystals, a strong~r fabric, and higher concentrations 
of soluble and insoluble impurities (Thwaites and others, 1984; Xie, 1985; Han and 
Young, 1988). 
Dahl-Jensen and Gundestrup (1987) attributed the enhanced deformation rate of 
Wisconsin ice relative to Holocene ice at Dye 3 primarily to the high concentration of dust 
and other impurities (chloride and sulphate ions) and/or to the small crystal size exhibited 
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at the same depth. Fisher and Koerner (1986) ascribed the enhanced flow in Agassiz Ice 
Cap to high concentrations of dust or calcium. Paterson (1991) reviewed the data on the 
mechanical properties, texture, fabric, and impurity content of Holocene and Wisconsin 
ice from Barnes, Agassiz and Devon Ice Caps (Canada), Dye 3 and Camp Century 
(Greenland), Byrd Station (West Antarctica) and Vostok and Law Dome (East 
Antarctica). He concluded that chloride and possibly sulphate ions, in concentrations 
high in Wisconsin ice relative to those in Holocene ice, impeded grain-boundary 
migration and grain growth so that the crystals in Wisconsin ice remained small. Such 
ice, in shear parallel to the ice-sheet bed, developed a strong, near-vertical, single-
maximum fabric. This fabric favours further deformation and this, in turn, further 
strengthens the fabric and keeps the crystals small. Thus the strain rate in Wisconsin ice, 
in simple shear, is some 2.5 times that in Holocene ice at the same stress and temperature. 
Mechanical tests on the Wisconsin ice from the Dye 3 core (Shoji and Langway, 1988), 
and on the ice samples dated in the last interglacial period from the Vostok core (Pimienta 
and Duval, 1988) indicated that the high impurity concentrations in glacial ice did not 
seem to influence the mechanical behaviour of the Vostok core ice and Dye 3 core ice, 
and that the enhanced flow measured from the field appeared to 'be caused mainly by the 
vertical orientation of the c-axes. 
This project examines these different flow results in the laboratory, with an aim to 
establishing the validity of the field measurements and to finding the reasons for the 
different flow rates. 
Laboratory experiments involving deformation tests on ice have shown that the flow of 
ice is dependent on temperature and stress (Budd and Jacka, 1989). Given sufficiently 
high deformation (strain) a tertiary, steady state ice creep rate is established. Along with 
the development of this steady state creep rate, a steady state (or equilibrium) crystal size 
and a steady state crystal orientation fabric also develops. The actual crystal orien_tation 
fabric pattern developed is dependent on the stress configuration (i.e. whether the ice is 
deformed in compression, shear, extension,, etc. or a combined stress configuration). The 
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equilibrium crystal size dependence is the subject of ongoing research, and this project 
will contribute in part to the crystal size knowledge. 
1.2. THE FLOW OF ICE 
1.2.1. The flow law for ice 
The flow of ice is due to internal deformation generated by a non-hydrostatic stress field. 
Based on experimental data for randomly oriented polycrystalline ice in uniaxial 
compression, Glen (1955) found that the secondary strain rate varied as a power of the 
stress, suggesting an empirical power law representation of the form 
. n Ex =Acrx (1.1) 
where Ex is the compressive strain rate, <Jx is the compressive stress and A and n are 
constants. A large range of flow rates for ice obtained from laboratory ice deformation 
tests as well as from field ice tunnel closure rates and borehole tilting measurements has 
suggested that the exponent n has the mean vaiue of 3 and the value of A varies with 
temperature and other properties of the ice (e.g. Glen 1958; Budd 1968; Hooke 1981; 
Budd and Jacka 1989). Similar relations between shear strain rate exy and shear stress 
'txy have also been found in simple shear tests (e.g. Steinemann 1958; Gao and others 
1989). 
Glen (1958) further discussed the theoretical possibilities of a flow law based on the 
relationship between the stress and strain rate tensors. He presented a general form of a 
three dimensional flow law of ice in which the stain rate tensor is a function of the three 
invariants of the stress tensor assuming isotropic polycrystalline ice for which the strain 
rate depends on stress alone. Glen (1958) assumed incompressibility and independence 
of ice flow from the first invariant of the stress tensor (Rigsby 1958; Higashi and Shoji 
1979; Jones 1982). In order to compare ice flow rate data from laboratory experiments 
with field tunnel closure rates, Nye (1953) suggested that the components of strain rate 
are proportional to the components of the stress deviator, with the constant of 
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proportionality a function of the second invariants only. Combining these further 
assumptions, Glen (1958) finally proposed that the general form of the flow law can be 
reduced to 
Eij = B(I2') O"ij' (1.2) 
where Eij is the strain rate tensor, O'ij' the stress deviator tensor, and B is a scalar function 
of 12', the second invariant of the stress deviator tensor. Considering the effects of other 
factors such as temperature, crystal structure, ice density etc., Equation (1.2) may be 
written in terms of the polycrystalline fluidity 
(1.3) 
where A.=A.(12, f, 8, p, ···) is a scalar function of the second deviator stress invariant, 
temperature 8, crystal structure f, ice density p and so on. 
The strain rate tensor is related to the velocity gradients by the definition 
Eij = Uj,i (1.4) 
where Uj,i are the gradients of the velocity components in each coordinate direction. In 
addition, the assumption of incompressibility implies 
(1.5) 
Equation (1.3) has been widely used for most calculations in glacier and ice sheet 
modelling. It is clear that a successful dynamics model relies on an accurate specification 
of the flow law (equation 1.3) for ice. 
1.2.2. The flow of anisotropic ice 
The theoretical considerations of ice flow as discussed in the previous section are based 
on the assumption that ice consists of fine-grained randomly oriented crystals forming a 
statistically homogeneous and isotropic material. In natural ice sheets the compatible 
isotropic ice only exists at shallow depths typically less than several hundred meters. The 
-4-
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large amounts of deeper ice have a highly anisotropic crystal structure which is the result 
of continuous deformation to large strain accompanied by several processes such as 
crystal rotation, recrystallisation and crystal growth (Steinemann 1954, 1958; Budd 1972; 
Rigsby 1960; Kamb 1972; Gow and Williamson 1976; Budd and Jacka 1989). A large 
number of field and laboratory studies of ice deformation have indicated that the 
crystallographic anisotropy plays an important role in the flow of ice. The anisotropy due 
to flow induced crystal orientations has the most significant effect on ice flow rate. Single 
crystal shear deformation studies of ice have shown that single crystals oriented for easy 
glide (shear direction parallel to basal planes) deform faster by 2 to 3 orders of magnitiide 
than those oriented for hard glide under similar conditions of temperature and applied 
stress (Shumskii 1958; Rigsby 1958, 1960; Butkovich and Landauer 1958; Vialov 1958; 
Wakahama 1967). Deformation tests on polycrystalline ice with a developed crystal 
orientation fabric have shown that creep rates are enhanced when the preferred orientation 
fabrics are compatible with the stress configuration and that compatible preferred 
orientations are induced by the flow situation (e.g. Gao and Jacka 1987; Russell-Head and 
Budd 1979; Shoji and Langway 1985a,b). 
Following Weertman's (1963) lead, Lile(1984) made a quantitative study of the effect of 
preferred c-axis orientation fabrics on the flow rate of ice. He considered an ice aggregate 
as a collection of interconnected crystals deforming independently by basal glide but with 
the influence of preferred orientations on the mean intergranular rate of strain treated in 
terms of a redistribution of the magnitude and orientation of resolved basal shear stress 
and the resistance between crystals. He then established a model relating the deformation 
rate of an anisotropic polycrystal to that of an isotropic polycrystal developed in terms of 
an enhancement factor applied to the bulk isotropic fluidity in the flow law. 
Laboratory ice creep tests on initially randomly oriented polycrystalline ice under constant 
stress indicate that the minimum strain rate is attained at about 1 % octahedral shear strain. 
Beyond this, and associated with changes in crystal structures the strain rate increases. 
This can be considered as an enhancement of strain rate above the minimum as a function 
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a function of strain and is also related to the crystal fabric development. The enhanced 
strain rate asymptotically approaches a near constant final value beyond about 10% 
octahedral shear strain with enhancement factor of about 3 for uniaxial compression and 5 
to 8 for simple shear (cf. Jacka and Maccagnan 1984; Russell-Head 1985; Gao and others, 
1989; Jacka and Budd 1989). 
A large number of experimental results have shown that the various crystal orientation 
fabric patterns found in the natural ice sheets can be produced in the laboratory by 
deforming ice samples through the application of a similar total strain, dominant stress 
configuration and temperature. Unconfined uniaxial compression produces a small circle 
girdle fabric with c-axes clustered in a ring centred on the compression axis (Jacka and 
Maccagnan 1984; Gao and Jacka 1987). This type of fabric occurs in the upper zones of 
the ice thickness in natural ice sheets where the ice deformation is dominated by a neL 
vertical compression (Jacka and Gao 1989). Vertical compression confined to 2 
dimensions (approximately plane strain) produces 2 maxima centred in the plane of 
deformation at a similar angle to the vertical (Budd and Matsuda 1974). The upper ice 
fabrics may be expected to vary between these two extreme cases depending on the 
transverse strain rate. Simple shear initially develops a fabric with two maxima but, due 
to rotation, this changes to a single maximum in the direction perpendicular to the plane 
of shear, provided the deformation continues to large strain (Bouchez and Duval 1982; 
Kamb 1972; Gao and others 1989). In the large polar ice sheets, single maximum fabrics, 
associated with fine crystals, generally exist around the third quarter of the depth where 
strong horizontal shear deformation dominates (e.g. Gow and Williamson 1976; Herron 
and Langway 1982; Hooke and Hudleston 1981). A multiple-maxima fabric pattern is 
sometimes exhibited in the ice near the base of ice' sheets particularly where the ice 
temperature is warmer than -10 °C (e.g. Gow and Williamson 1976; Matsuda and 
Wakahama 1978; Kamb and Shreve 1963; Xie 1985). This ice invariably consists of large 
crystals consistent with the higher temperatures and possibly low deformation rates for the 
ice in which it is found. Comparable fabric patterns have also been developed in the 
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laboratory through crystal growth associated with stress relaxation and annealing (Gao 
unpublished). 
1.3. EXPERIMENT AL PROJECT FOR THE STUDIES 
In order to investigate why the ice deposited during the Wisconsin period is "softer" than 
the Holocene ice, two sets of experiments were decided upon. Ice samples, representative 
of both the Wisconsin and Holocene periods, were tested in uniaxial compression along 
the axis of the core, and in simple shear parallel to the ice basal plane. 
The ice test samples were selected from Law Dome, Antarctica (supplied by the 
Australian Antarctic Division), from Dye 3, Greenland (supplied .by the University of 
Copenhagen, Geophysical Institute) and from Agassiz Ice Cap (supplied by the 
Department of Environment, Canada). The samples, taken from dated ice cores, were 
from different depths in the ice masses representing both Wisconsin and Holocene ice. 
Each of the ice core samples was cut into two test specimens; one a cylindrical specimen 
for compression tests and the other, a rectangular specimen for shear tests. Each sample 
' ' 
was measured for crystal orientation fabric, crystal size, soluble and insoluble impurity 
concentration, etc. in an attempt to accurately assess all differences between the test 
samples that might account for different flow rates. To maintain a comparison standard, 
laboratory prepared, "clean" samples were also measured and tested along with the core 
samples. 
All tests were carried out at the same octahedral shear stress and temperature so that 
results are compatible. The ideal experimental stress and temperature would be the same 
as that in the ice sheet (i.e. about 0.lMPa and - 12 °C for the Dye 3 core, - 16 °C for the 
Agassiz core and - 1 °C for BHCl core). With the exception of the BHC 1 core samples, 
tests at these temperatures would take an unacceptably long time to attain minimum and 
steady state creep rates (Jacka, 1984a). As a compromise, a stress of 0.2 MPa and a 
temperature of - 5 °C was chosen. All tests were run to tertiary steady state creep or to a 
total octahedral shear strain of at least 10%. In addition, some samples were tested in 
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compression to total strains of the order of 40%. This eliminates the effects of the original 
crystal orientation fabric and crystal size, so that any differences in strain rate at this stage 
would be due to impurities. 
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2. SELECTION OF ICE CORE TEST SAMPLES 
2.1. SELECTION.OF ICE CORE SAMPLES 
2.1.1. Sources of ice core samples 
Test ice samples were selected from cotes drilled at Dye 3, Greenland and AGZ 77, 
Agassiz Ice Cap, Ellesmere Island, North-west Canada in the northern hemisphere, and in 
the Southern Hemisphere, from BHC 1 on Law Dome, Antarctica. The samples are from 
different depths (Table 2.1) in the ice masses such that they were originally deposited on 
the ice cap surface during different climatic epochs. 
Six ice samples taken from the AGZ 77 core were supplied by the Department of 
Environment, Canada. Three of these samples consisted of Wisconsin ice from core' 
depths of 331.0, 331.7 and 332.9 m and three of pre-Wisconsin ice from depths of 336.2, 
337.1and337.9 m 
Eight ice samples were from the BHC 1 core, supplied by the Australian Antarctic 
Division. Three of these were Holocene ice from depths of 147, 160 and 170 m, three 
were from the Holocene I Wisconsin transition period from depths of 217, 232 and 242 m 
and two were Wisconsin ice from depths of 267 and 274 m. 
Four samples taken from the Dye 3 ice core were supplied by the Geophysical Institute of 
the University of Copenhagen. They included two Holocene samples from depths of 
418.88 and 1607.37 m and two Wisconsin samples from 1812.75 and 1972.07 m. 
Six laboratory prepared ice samples were also included. for the study to provide a basis for 
comparison. These samples were prepared by the technique described by Jacka and Lile 
(1984). Examination of the physical properties of these samples is discussed along with 
the properties of the ice core samples in the following sections. 
-9-
Table 2.1 Sources of ice core samples. 
sample number origin of ice period depth ( m) 
AGZ77-225A Agassiz Ice Cap Wisconsin 331.03 
AGZ77-225B Agassiz Ice Cap Wisconsin 331.7 
AGZ77-226 Agassiz Ice Cap Wisconsin 332.885 
AGZ77-228 Agassiz Ice Cap pre-Wisconsin 336.18 
AGZ77-229 Agassiz Ice Cap pre-Wisconsin 337.105 
AGZ77-230 Agassiz Ice Cap pre-Wisconsin 337.9 
BHC1-73B Law Dome Ice Cap Holocene 147 
BHC1-79C Law Dome Ice Cap Holocene 160 
BHC1-84B Law Dome Ice Cap Holocene 170 
BHC1-108D Law Dome Ice Cap Transition 217 
BHC1-116D Law Dome Ice Cap Transition 232 
BHC1-121B Law Dome Ice Cap Transition 242 
BHC1-134D Law Dome Ice Cap Wisconsin 267 
BHC1-138C Law Dome Ice Cap Wisconsin 274 
DYE3-T338 Greenland Ice Sheet Holocene 418.88 
DYE3-T1556 Greenland Ice Sheet Holocene 1607.37 
DYE3-T1763 Greenland Ice Sheet Wisconsin 1812.75 
DYE3-T1922 Greenland Ice Sheet Wisconsin 1972.07 
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2.1.2. Description of the ice core physical properties 
Table 2.2. is a summary of data from the three ice cores from which the test ice samples 
were taken. Profiles of shear strain rate, crystal fabric and size, dust and d18Q for the three 
ice cores are presented in Figure 2.1 (AGZ 77 core), Figure 2.2 (BHC 1 core) and Figure 
2.3 (Dye 3 core). Depths from which test samples were selected are indicated in the above 
figures. All three ice cores were drilled to near bedrock. 
The AGZ 77 core, drilled in 1977, is one of three cores drilled through the Agassiz Ice 
Cap. The ice cap is approximately 16 OOO km2 in area. The 338 m deep AGZ 77 core is 
1 km down - slope from a local ice divide, at an elevation of 1 700 m. At the site, the 
annual accumulation rate is 0.161 m(H20)a-l and the mean annual temperature is 
- 24.2 °C. As shown in Fig. 2. la, in the lower sections of the core there are two broad 
zones of enhanced flow at 0.2 and 4.5 to 8 m above the bed. The Holocene I Wisconsin 
boundary is at the depth of 330 m. The base temperatures is - 16.7 °C (Fisher and 
Koerner, 1986, 1988; Fisher, 1987). 
The Law Dome Ice Cap is a small (- 200 km diameter) ice cap, isolated from the main 
East Antarctic Ice Sheet by two large glaciers (Vanderford Glacier and Totten Glacier). 
The summit elevation is 1395 m. The 300 m deep BHC 1 site is 6 km from the coastal 
ice cliff margin where the annual accumulation rate is 0.06 m(H20)a-l and the mean 
annual temperature is - 12 °C (Etheridge, 1990). Borehole inclinometer measurements 
(Fig. 2.2a) reveal two bands of enhanced flow indicating an upper shear zone at - 200 to 
235 m depth and a lower shear zone at - 250 to 275 m. The Holocene I Wisconsin 
boundary occurs in the upper shear zone at - 225 m . The lower shear zone therefore is 
entirely Wisconsin ice. The basal ice is at the pressure melting point of - 1.0 °C 
(Etheridge, 1989; Paterson, 1991). 
The 2037 m deep Dye 3 ice core is from a site 41.5 km east of a local ice divide, in 
southern Greenland. The annual accumulation rate is 0.5 m(H20)a-l and the mean annual 
temperature is - 19 °C. This core was drilled during the period 1979 to 1981 by the 
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Table 2.2 Properties of the three boreholes. 
Holocene/ bottom mean annual annual -
ice core location depth Wisconsin temperature temperature accumulation 
boundary rate 
(m) (m) (°C) (°C) ( water mm/a) 
0 
AGZ77 80 45'N 338 330 -16.7 -24.2 161 
0 
73 35'W 
0 
BHCl 66 07' s 300.2 225 -1.0 -12 60 
0 
110 58' E 
0 
DYE3 65.19 N 2037 1786 -12 -19 500 
0 
43.82 w 
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Greenland Ice Sheet Program (GISP) (Langway and others, 1985). Fig. 2.3(a) shows that 
the shear strain rate profile can be divided into three zones - the bottom 25 m of silty ice 
exhibiting very high shear strain rates, the immediately overlying 230 m of Wisconsin ice, 
and the uppermost 1 780 m of Holocene ice, exhibiting lower shear strain rates (Dahl-
Jensen and Gundestrup, 1987). The Holocene I Wisconsin boundary is at a depth of 
1 786 m (Dansgaard and others, 1982, .1985). The base temperature is - 12 °C 
(Gundestrup and Hansen, 1984). 
2.2. PROPERTIES OF TEST SAMPLES 
All selected ice core samples were analysed for crystal orientation fabric, crystal size and 
texture, impurity content and oxygen isotope ratio. 
2.2.1. Crystal orientation fabrics 
Since crystal orientation fabrics in ice sheets provide a record of deformational history and 
strongly influence the rate of deformation, each test sample was measured for crystal 
orientation fabric prior to testing in both uniaxial compression and simple shear; i.e. the 
measured c-axis orientation fabrics were characteristic of the actual test samples, rather 
than the core section from which they were cut. The measurements were carried out under 
a modified universal stage (Morgan and others, 1984) using the technique described by 
Langway (1958). The fabric diagrams and associated c-axis distribution histograms for 
all compression test samples are shown in Fig~re 2.4. Those for simple shear tests are 
presented in Chapter 5. 
For AGZ77 core samples, all six Wisconsin and pre-Wisconsin ice test samples (between 
depths of 331.03 and 337 .9 m) show a strong single maximum with a c-axis mean angle 
of 26 to 15° off the vertical and a corresponding standard deviation of 14.08 to 8.15°. The 
c-axis mean angle and the corresponding standard deviation reduce respectively from 23 
and 14.08° at 331.03 m depth to 15 and 8.15° near the base, i.e. the crystal orientation 
fabrics seem to strengthen and rotate towards the vertical with increasing depth and/or age. 
Fisher and Koerner (1986) measured the crystal c-axis orientations on seven thin sections 
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over the bottom 9 m of the core and found that the c-axis fabric was very strong and quite 
stable. They concluded that the c-axis average direction of 10° off vertical over the bottom 
9 m was probably due to the bedrock slope of 17° averaged over several ~undred metres 
up- and down-stream of the borehole. 
For BHC 1, the measurements of fabric show that for the three Holocene samples 
(between 147 and 217 m), the crystal c-axis orientations for the samples BHC 1-73B at 
147 m and BHC 1-79C at 160 m exhibit a weak central tendency, while sample BHC 1-
84B at 217 m shows a weak pole. The three Transition and two Wisconsin ice samples 
(BHC 1-108D to BHC 1-138C ranging in depth from 217 m to 274 m) exhibit fabrics 
which are difficult to interpret due to the small number of very large crystals in the 
samples. These fabrics might be designated multi-maxima, although (at least for the three 
Transition fabrics) these may coincide with small circle girdle patterns. These 
observations coincide with measurements through the BHC 1 core by Thwaites and others 
(1984), Xie (1985) and Han and Young (1988) which describe a complete progression of 
fabric development from a random fabric near the surface through a small circle girdle 
above 90 m and a developed vertical single maximum extending to 230 m, to multi-
maxima fabrics near the base. 
For Dye 3 core samples, the studies of the whole core by Herron and others (1985) and of 
the Wisconsin ice below 1 786 m by Langway and others (1988) show the development of 
fabrics with a random c-axis orientation above 500 m, then a steady re-orientation of c-
axis toward the vertical through a two-maxima pattern between 1 183 and 1 360 m to a 
well defined strong vertical maximum below 1 588 m till 1 815 m where the deepest fabric 
was measured. Similarly, in this study the measurements of fabric show for the Holocene 
ice samples (Dye 3-T338 at 418.88 m)'a weak central trend and (Dye 3-T1556 at 1607.37 
m) a weak girdle (although for this sample, again the large crystal size has prohibited 
measurement of many crystals and thus makes definition of the fabric pattern ambiguous). 
The Wisconsin ice samples (Dye 3-T1763 and Dye 3-T1922 at 1812.75 and 1972.07 m 
- 22-
respectively) exhibit a strong single maximum with c-axis mean angles of 13.54 and 
12.98° off vertical and standard deviations of 8.20 and 11.37° respectively. 
The ice core test samples available for the project thus exhibit a range of orientation fabric 
patterns including weak central tendencies, small circle girdles, single maximum and 
multiple maxima. It has been found that the band of multi-maxima fabrics in the lower 
layer of the BHC 1 core appears to correspond with a zone of large crystals and low shear 
rate while the bands of single maximum fabrics found at the deep levels in the Dye 3 and 
AGZ77 cores correspond with high shear rate and small crystals. 
The laboratory prepared polycrystalline ice samples have also been measured for crystal 
orientation. These measurements consistently show random c-axis orientation patterns 
with average c-axis mean angle of 57 .59° off the vertical and standard deviation of 23.03 ° 
(cf. theoretical values for a random sample from a uniform distribution of 57.30° and 
21.56° respectively). 
2.2.2. Crystal size and texture 
Fig. 2.5 shows the full set of photographs taken through crossed polaroids of ice thin 
sections for all test samples. Included are top and bottom horizontal sections and 
corresponding vertical sections for all compression test samples prior to testing. 
Corresponding photographs for simple shear tests are presented in Chapter 5. Crystal size 
was measured by the count per unit area method described in Chapter 3. 
The crystal size and texture within ice cores has been studied in detail for the AGZ77 core 
by Fisher and Koerner (1986), for BHC 1 by Han and Young. (1988) and Thwaites and 
others (1984), and for Dye 3 by Herron and others (1985) and Langway and others 
(1988). For the Northern Hemisphere ice cores, a strong relationship betweeq. crystal size 
and microparticle concentration has been foun~ with high microparticle concentrations 
coincident with small crystals (Fisher and Koerner, 1986; Langway and others, 1988). 
This has not been identified in the BHC 1 core. The crystals in the BHC 1 core are much 
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Figure 2.5 (5 pages) Initial thin section photographs for all ice samples in the 
compression tests. Mean crystal areas, S, averaged from top and bottom horizontal 
sections are indicated. The core axis is perpendicular to the horizontal thin section and 
parallel to the long axis of the vertical thin section. 
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larger than those in the other two, especially near the bottom where the variations in 
crystal size and structure are related to the local variation in the shear strain rate. It needs 
to be noted that the microparticle concentrations in the BHC 1 core are an order of 
magnitude less that in the Northern Hemisphere cores. This is discussed further in the 
next section. 
In the zone of high shear stra~n rate for BHC 1 the crystals are strongly interlocked with 
irregular and serrated grain boundaries while in the zone of low shear strain rate the 
crystals have a more regular shape, a much larger maximum grain size and gently curved. 
boundaries (Thwaites and others, 1984). 
The crystal size measurements for all test samples show that the AGZ77 core samples 
have the smallest crystals, ranging from 0.84 to 2.70 mm2 with a mean value of 1.47 mm2 
for the three Wisconsin ice samples and of 2.37 mm2 for the three pre-Wisconsin samples. 
The BHC 1 core exhibits the largest crystals ranging from 18.09 to larger than 310 mm2, 
and with mean. values of 35.95, 170 and 220 mm2 for the Holocene, Transition and 
Wisconsin ice respectively. The Dye 3 core samples range in crystal size from 3.6 to 282 
mm2 with a mean value of 148.57 mm2for the two Holocene samples and 4.37 mm2 for 
the two Wisconsin samples. The crystal size range across all test samples is 0.84 to 
greater than 310 mm 2 . 
2.2.3. Impurity content 
The impurities in polar ice sheets include insoluble and soluble matter. The insoluble 
impurities consist mainly of "dust", i.e. particles in the size range 0.1 to 2 µm, which are 
of continental origin, and are transported to the ice sheets by wind. The soluble impurities 
comprise predominantly sodium, calcium and magnesium, and chloride, nitrate and 
sulphate ions. In both hemispheres, sodium and chloride come mainly from sea salt. 
Sulphate ions come mainly from sulphuric acid produced by oxidation of 
dimethylsulphide emitted at the ocean surface by biogenic activity in Antarctica (Langway 
and others, 1988) and in the Northern Hemisphere (Herron and Langway, 1985). Major 
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volcanic eruptions can produce significant increases in concentrations of sulphuric and 
hydrochloric acid, but these peaks diminish after two to three years (Hammer, 1980). The 
source of nitrate is neutral nitrate salt and nitric acid which is most probably formed by 
tropical or mid-latitude lightning in Antarctica (Legrand and Delmas, 1986, 1988). Their 
source is unknown in the Northern Hemisphere (Herron, 1982). 
Concentrations of some or all of these impurities may influence the mechanical properties 
of ice (Dahl-Jensen, 1985; Paterson, 1991) or may not (Pimienta and Duval, 1988; Shoji 
and Langway, 1988). The effects of impurities on the deformation of the test samples are 
discussed in Sections 4.2.1. and 5.3.1. 
Impurity concentrations were measured for each of the ice core samples. Fig. 2.6 shO\~s 
dust concentrations over a range of particle sizes. Total dust concentrations over the 
particle size range, 0.47 to 14.6 mm are provided in Table 2.3 along with concentrations of 
the anions and cations Na+, Ca++, Mg++, c1-, so4- and N03-. Also shown are 
concentrations of MSA and the oxygen isotope ratio (o18Q) for each ice core sample. 
The AGZ77 core samples have the highest dust concentrations, ranging from 275 888 to 
750 OOO particles/ml. The BHC 1 core samples have the lowest dust concentratfons 
(1186 to 12 708 particles/ml). The Dye 3 core samples have dust concentrations ranging 
from 10 546 to 201 263 particles/ml. The highest dust concentration (772 515 
particles/ml) is displayed by sample AGZ77-225A (the Wisconsin ice in the AGZ77 core). 
This value is some 650 times greater than the lowest dust concentration (1 186 
- particles/ml) in sample BHC 1-116D (the Transition ice in the BHC 1 core). 
The mean concentrations of ea++ and Mg++ in AGZ77 core samples are the highest. The 
concentration of Ca++ in these samples is 56 times that in the BHC 1 core samples. For 
Mg++, AGZ77 concentrations are 20 times those in the Dye 3 samples. Na+ and c1-
concentrations in the BHC 1 Holocene samples are 216 and 432 µg/1 respectively, i.e. 43 
and 58 times respectively those in the Dye3 Holocene samples. The concentrations of 
S04- are significantly higher in the AGZ77 Wisconsin samples than in the pre-Wisconsin 
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Figure 2.6 (3 pages) Mean particle size for the test samples. 
V = N 7t r3 where r is particle radius, N is number of particles of radius r, 
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Table 2.3 Impurity concentrations and oxygen-isotope ratios for all test samples. 
sample number dust Na+ ea++ Mg++ 
(0.47-14.6 µm) 
(particles/ml) (µg/l) (µg/l) (µg/l) 
AGZ77 /225A 772515. - - -
AGZ77 /225B 744143. - 276 46 
AGZ77 /226 275888. - - -
AGZ77 /228 297491. 45 850 176 
AGZ77 /229 393424. - - >100 
AGZ77 /230 750000. 167 1000 231 
BHC 1 /73B 1492. 163 10 21 
BHC 1 /79C 1202. 316 - 60 
BHC 1 /84B 1962. 171 36 45 
BHC 1 /108D 6926. 292 12 29 
BHC 1 /116D 1186. 35 1 5 
BHC 1/121B 12708. 90 , 14 9 
BHC 1 /134D 6046. 51 8 6 
BHC 1 /138C 6001. 59 8 8 
DYE3/T338 10546. 7 19 4 
DYE3/T1556 21184. 3 14 3 
DYE3/T1763 201263. 38 118 15 
DYE3 /T1922 33903. 
- - 6 
LAB 
-
432 66 5 
c1- S04- N~- MSA siso 
(µg/l) (µg/l) (µgll) (µg/l) (O/oo) 
438 58.0 14.8 0.38 -35.277 
110 58.5 8.6 0.32 -36.604 
43 28.8 10.0 0.15 -33.227 
18 17.5 8.5 0.52 -27.337 
<5 12.7 3.9 0.40 -27.392 
182 29.8 9.4 0.84 -27.891 
288 50.7 3.8 <0.1 -19.298 
627 43.0 4.0 0.75 -18.513 
380 35.6 7.7 0.62 -19.319 
596 41.8 3.4 0.25 -20.099 
68 17.9 6.0 0.12 -21.919 
160 19.1 6.0 0.65 -23.996 
81 20.4 9.8 1.35 -25.969 
110 18.3 5.8 1.15 -26.986 
10 13.2 20.0 0.62 -26.376 
<5 8.0 14.4 0.24 -24.139 
65 42.5 12.2 0.75 -31.045 
15 11.5 8.0 1.05 -24.681 
- - - - -5.274 
samples. There is a significant decrease in concentration with increasing depth for Ca++, 
c1- and so4- for BHC 1 samples and the mean concentrations in Holocene ice are 2.3 to 
6 times those in Wisconsin ice. 
2.2.4. Oxygen isotope ratio 
Oxygen isotope ratio, 3180, was measured for all ice core samples available to the study 
(Table 2.3). Since 3180 is dependent on deposition temperature, the measured values 
serve as a check on the climatic epoch from which the samples belong. 
For the AGZ77 samples 3180 values of -33.2 to -36.6 °100 were found for the Wisconsin 
. samples and -27.3 to -27.9 °100 for the pre-Wisconsin samples. For the BHC 1 samples the 
Holocene, Transition and Wisconsin samples had 3180 values from -18.5 to -19.3 °100, 
-20.1 to -24.0 °100 and -26.0 to -27.0 °100 respectively. The Holocene Dye 3 samples had 
significantly different 3180 values (-24.1 and -26.4 °100 ) than the (Wisconsin)' 
Dye 3/Tl 763 sample (-31.0 °100 ). However the deepest sample (Dye 3/T1922) revealed a 
higher value (-24.7 °100). This higher value corresponds with lower dust concentration, 
lower soluble impurity concentrations and (slightly) larger crystal size for this sample than 
for the Dye 3 /Tl 763 sample. 
2.2.5. Summary of physical properties 
For the AGZ77 core, the Wisconsin ice exhibited strong (off vertical) single maximum 
fabrics, the smallest crystals and high concentrations of dust, sulphate and nitrate ions. 
The pre-Wisconsin samples displayed stronger single maximum fabrics near the vertical, 
small crystals and the highest concentrations of dust, calcium and magnesium ions. 
For the BHC 1 core, the Holocene ice 'showed weaker single maximum fabrics trending 
towards the vertical, larger crystals, the lowest concentration in dust and the highest 
concentrations in sodium and chloride ions. The samples from the Transition and the 
Wisconsin exhibited multi-maxima fabrics, the largest crystals and lower concentrations in 
both soluble and insoluble impurities. 
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The Dye 3 Holocene samples exhibited weaker central trend fabrics, larger crystals, lower 
concentrations of dust and the lowest concentrations in sodium, chloride and magnesium 
ions. The Wisconsin samples had stronger single maximum fabrics towards the vertical, 
smaller crystals and lower concentrations of dust, sodium, magnesium, chloride and 
sulphate ions. 
For the Northern Hemisphere ice it was found that the Wisconsin samples have stronger 
fabrics, smaller crystals and higher impurity concentrations than the Holocene ice. 
However for the BHC 1 core these properties appeared in the Holocene ice, rather than_in 
the Wisconsin ice. 
2.3. PREPARATION OF ICE TEST SPECIMENS 
2.3.1. Ice core samples 
Deformation tests samples were prepared from the ice core specimens. Cylindrical 
samples were used for compression tests and rectangular prisms for shear tests. 
It has been found for cylindrical ice specimens of isotropic polycrystalline ice in uniaxial 
compressive deformation that the minimum flow rate is dependent on sample diameter 
(Jacka, 1994). In order to limit any effect of sample size or shape on the comparison of ice 
flow rates in this study, the diameter of all test specimens was standardised at 25.4 mm. 
The initial length of the test specimens was set at 50 mm. 
The cylindrical test specimens for compression tests were prepared so that the long axis of 
the specimen was parallel to the core axis. Thus, the specimen compression axis for each 
test was close to the natural compressive stress axis in situ in the ice sheet. Test samples 
were cut from the ice core specimens into roughly cylindrical shapes using a band saw. 
They were then turned on a lathe to a diameter of 25.4 mm and initial length of 50 mm. 
Gao (unpublished) investigated the effect of sample size and shape of rectangular prism 
samples on the minimum strain rate in simple shear test. He found that the sample size 
(the length, height and width) and shape (ratios of each of these dimensions) did not 
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significantly affect the minimum strain rate. The greater the sample length, the more 
stable the shear geometry. Therefore sample lengths were maintained as long as possible. 
Lengths were limited however by the diameter of the ice core specimen available, and 
ranged from 33 to 59 mm. The initial height and the width of each test specimen was set 
at 50 and 19 mm respectively. The actual experimental height of the test samples ranged 
from 18 to 22 mm since the top and bottom of each specimen was frozen into a box for 
sample gripping during experimentation (see Figure 3.4 a). 
In order to make the shear direction in the tests parallel to the basal plane of the ice core, 
the rectangular test specimens were cut from the ice core samples so that the height of the 
test specimen was parallel to the core axis and the plane of the length and width parallel to 
the basal plane of the ice core. They were first roughly cut into a rectangle by a band saw, 
then sanded with finer sandpaper into clean, square edged specimens of the designed size. 
2.3.2. Laboratory prepared ice samples 
Laboratory prepared polycrystalline ice samples were deformed in both uniaxial 
compression and simple shear. 
Laboratory ice samples were prepared as outline by Jacka and Lile (1984). In a cold room 
at - 10 °C, a slush mixture of granulated ice and distilled water at 0 °C, was packed into a 
plastic mould of 25.4 mm internal diameter for compression test samples, and of 100 mm 
internal diameter for shear test samples. Air bubbles were removed by disturbing the slush 
in the mould using a stirrer. A vacuum system was used to help remove air from the 
100 mm mould (Li, unpublished). Samples were left at - 20 °C after pressing the excess 
water from the mould. 
The laboratory prepared polycrystalline test specimens were prepared to the standard size 
by the same method used in the preparation from ice core samples. For compression tests 
cylinders of diameter 25.4 mm and length 50 mm were prepared, and for shear tests, 
rectangular prisms 59 x 19 x 50 mm (length x width x initial height). 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 
3.1. CALCULATION OF APPLIED STRESS AND RESULTANT S1RAIN RATE 
This report describes a series of deformation tests carried out in uniaxial compression and 
in simple shear, on the ice samples described in Chapter 2. All deformation experiments 
carried out were constant load tests with an initial octahedral shear stress of 0.2 MPa. 
For compression tests on a cylindrical test sample (Figure 3.1), 
and 
Fe = crA, 
'to = {2 cr 
3 
1tD2 
A= -4-
( 3.1) 
( 3.2) 
( 3.3) 
where Fe (kg wt.) is the load acting on the ice test sample, cr (MPa) is the axial stress, A 
(mm2) is the area of the sample on which the axial stress acts, 'to (MPa) is the octahedral 
shear stress, D (mm) is the diameter of the cylindrical test sample and ~ converts axial 
stress to octahedral shear stress (Budd, 1969). 
Thus the normal load, Fe to be applied to the sample to supply an octahedral shear stress, 
'to is 
(kg wt) ( 3.4) 
In this report, 'to was 0.2 MPa and P was 25.4 mm; giving Fe = 21.94 kg wt. for all 
compression tests . 
The octahedral shear strain rate for uniaxial compression, Foe cs-1) over consecutive time 
intervals, ti to ti+ 1 is calculated by 
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Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram illustrating uniaxial compression. cr is the stress 
acting on the sample of diameter, D, and length, L. 
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1 1 dl 
= 12 r dt 
= J_ ( Oli+l 
{2 lo - oli+l 
Oli ) 1 
10 - Oli 3600 ( ti+l - t i) 
( 3.5) 
where 10 is the initial length of the sample, o li and o li+l are the axial displacements of 
the sample since test commencement, at times ti and ti+l respectively and_~ converts 
. . -v2 
axial compressive strain rate to octahedral shear strain rate (Budd,1969). 
For simple shear tests with a rectangular prism test sample (Figure 3.2), 
F8 = 't A, ( 3.6) 
{2 
'to = {3 't ( 3.7) 
and 
A= L·W ( 3.8) 
where F8 (kg wt.) is the load acting on the ice test sample, 't (MPa) is the shear stress, A 
(mm2) is the area of the sample on which the shear stress acts, 'to (MPa) is the octahedral 
shear stress, L (mm) is the length of the rectangular prism test sample, W (mm) is the 
width of the test sample and~ converts from direct shear stress to octahedral shear 
stress (Budd, 1969). 
- Thus the constant load, F8 required to supply an octahedral shear stress, 'to is 
(kgwt) ( 3.9) 
For the tests described in this report, 'to = 0.2 MPa, W = 19 mm except for one sample in 
which W = 17 mm and L ranged from 31 to 60 mm. Thus F8 ranged from 14.7 to 28.5 
kg wt. 
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Figure 3.2 Schematic digram illustrating simple shear, showing stress, -c, strain, 'JI, and 
sample length, L, width,W, and height, H. 
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For the simple shear apparatus (see Section 3.4), there is a discrepancy between the 
reading on the dial spring balance which creates the load applied to the sample and the 
actual force exerted towards shearing the ice test sample. This discrepancy is due to the 
system friction (Gao, unpublished) and a correction equation, 
Fa = 1.17 Fs + 2.06 (kg wt.) ( 3.10) 
was utilized where Fa is the force applied on the dial spring balance to produce Fs , the 
force required on the sample. 
The octahedral shear strain rate for simple shear tests, eos, is 
where 
dv 
'I' = dz 
( 3.11) 
( 3.12) 
Here, z is taken equal to the constant value, H to calculate an average value for '\jl 
Thus 
· dv 1 dl 
'I'= dz = H dt · 
= {2 v 
{3 2 
{2 1 dl 
= {3 2H dt 
{2 1 8li+l - 8li 
= {3 2H 3600 (ti+l - ti) 
( 3.13) 
(3.14) 
where I = L is the length of the sample, 8 Ii and 8 Ii+ 1 are the displacements of the upper 
edge of the sample with respect to the lower edge in the shear direction at times ti and ti+l 
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respectively and ~ converts from direct shear strain rate to octahedral shear strain rate 
' "3 
(Budd, 1969). 
3.2. DEFORMATION APPARATUS 
3.2.1. Apparatus for uniaxial compression deformation 
Uniaxial compression experiments were carried out using the direct load apparatus (Figure 
3.3) described by Jacka and Lile (1984). A load is applied to the ice sample through a 
vertical rod to which is attached to a load beam. Thin wires attached to the ends of the 
load beam suspend the load to be applied. The ice sample, enclosed with a plastic cover 
which protects the sample from erosion, sits vertically in the centre of a bath of silicon oil 
which protects the sample from ablation and dampens ambient temperature fluctuations. 
The sample deformation is observed by means of a dial indicator which displays the-
vertical displacement directly over the sample. The indicator is mounted on a vertical 
stand fixed on the base plate. 
The indicator is graduated each 0.01 mm so that a maximum error of± 0.01 mm is 
expected, resulting in an estimated error in measured strain (for a 50 mm long sample) of 
±0.02%. 
The compression apparatus is designed to measure creep deformation of ice, i.e. at strain 
rates< - I0-6 s-1. Ice samples have been strained with this apparatus up to 60%. Beyond 
10% strain samples show visible evidence of barrelling, but there is no evidence of 
distortion or cracking. Barrelling results in a stress reduction as a consequence of 
increased cross section area of the sample (constant load tests), especially at high strains. 
The experimental procedure (see -Section 3.4) followed for the tests described in this 
report avoided this stress decrease by reshaping samples at large strains. 
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Figure 33 Direct load compression' apparatus (after Jacka and Lile,1984). 
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3.2.2. Apparatus for simple shear deformation 
Deformation experiments in simple shear were carried out on an apparatus (Figure 3.4) 
described by Gao (unpublished). A rectangular prism shaped ice sample is frozen (using 
an ice I water slurry) into two aluminium boxes (Figure 3.4 a). A base channel in both 
boxes positions the sample square and parallel to the box length. The sample is frozen 
into one box first, then inverted and frozen into the other box. The internal walls of the 
boxes are serrated to provide grip to the sample. 
A shear stress is applied to the sample by supplying a load to one (moving) box with 
respect to the other (fixed). The load is applied through a tensioning wire (via two 
pulleys) to a dial spring balance. The spring balance is fixed to the same fixed frame as 
the stationary box. 
A dial indicator measures the displacement of one box with respect to the other. The, 
strain error expected (for the lowest sample height of 20 mm) is ± 0.025%. The 
application of the load to the sample boxes is adjusted such that the force is always 
applied co-linearly (Russell-Head, 1985). 
To reduce friction during deformation tests, three or four steel rollers are placed between 
the sample boxes and the base plate. Friction in the system however still results in some 
discrepancy between the dial spring balance reading and the actual shear force exerted. 
Gao (unpublished) has measured this discrepancy by substituting the ice sample with 
another dial spring balance. This has been discussed in Section 3.1. 
3.3. TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
All tests were carried out within a freezer box or room with ambient temperature in the 
range -10 to -18 ·c. The test temperature for all experiments described in this report was 
-5.0 ·c. Samples were immersed in a fluid (silicon oil for compression tests; kerosene for 
shear tests; limited by size and cost) bath to prevent ablation during testing. The bath 
temperature was maintained at -5 ·c by using small thermostatically controlled heaters 
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Figure 3.4 Simple shear apparatus. 
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Figure 3.4 a Dimensions indicated are typical initial d~mension for an ice sample in 
shear (see page 37). 
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(Morgan, 1979). In order to maintain a homogeneous temperature a small electric 
propeller was used to stir the fluid. Test temperature was monitored using a Platinum 
resistance bridge with accuracy ± 0.025 °C. The recorded maximum temperature 
deviation was less than ± 0.1 °C for compression tests and± 0.2 °C for shear tests. 
3.4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Each of the selected ice core samples described in Chapter 2, and several laboratory 
prepared samples were tested in uniaxial unconfined compression and in simple shear. 
At strains greater than 10% test samples in compression showed visible signs of 
barrelling. The increased cross-section area due to the barrelling incurs a stress reduction 
for these constant load tests. Therefore, deformation was stopped after -10 % strain, the 
samples were re-shaped and then re-tested at the same stress. In order to limit crystal 
structure changes between the repeat tests, the temperature was dropped to the ambient 
temperature (- 18 °C) by turning off the control heaters. Once the sample was cooled to 
the ambient temperature, it was removed from the apparatus. A thin section was cut 
perpendicular to the compression axis and, to reduce boundary effects, from the middle of 
the sample. The two halves of the sample were reshaped to the same diameter as 
previously (25.4 mm). The middle (cut) surfaces were squared using a lathe and were 
then frozen together again with a little distilled water. A mark was made on the ice test 
sample before it was cut so that the two halves could be frozen together again at the same 
relative position, i.e. without any rotation. The reshaped samples were reinstalled in the 
apparatus and retested for a further - 10% strain. Most samples were tested a total of 
three times. 
For simple shear tests, the stress is reduced due to loss of tension as the sample deforms. 
This was compensated for by adjusting the qial spring balance each time a displacement 
reading was niade, thus maintaining a constant load on the test sample. At the completion 
of each experiment the shear apparatus was put into a cold room at -10 °C to be cooled 
and unloaded. A thin section was taken from the middle of the sample and parallel to the 
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shear direction. Shear tests were run to as large a strain as possible. A maximum 
octahedral shear strain of 239% was attained without destroying the sample. 
3.5. THIN SECTIONING 
Thin sections were taken from each sample before and after testing. Before testing, the 
horizontal and vertical sections were cut perpendicular to and parallel to (respectively) the 
long (compression) axis of the core for all samples. After testing, horizontal sections, cut 
perpendicular to the compression axis for compression tests and parallel to the shear plane 
-· 
for shear tests, were taken. The experimental shear direction was marked on the thin 
sections. 
Thin section preparation was carried out in a cold room at -10 °C using the technique 
described by Langway (1958). In order to reduce boundary effects the thin sections were 
taken from the middle of the samples at the completion of all tests. Each sample was 
cooled and unloaded, then cut into two identical parts using a band saw. A middle surface 
of the sample was polished smooth and flat using a fine sandpaper. This surface was then 
frozen to a clean pre-warmed glass slide with 124 x 124 x 1.5 mm dimensions. The 
sample was then cut on a band saw to - 1 mm thick, then sliced on a microtome until 
grain boundaries were clearly discemable between crossed polaroid filters. Thin section· 
thickness was typically 0.4 to 0.8 mm. 
3.6. MEASUREMENT OF CRYSTAL ORIENTATION FABRIC 
Orientations of crystal c-axes were measured under crossed polaroids with a modified 
Rigsby Universal Stage (Morgan and others, 1984) using the technique described by 
Langway (1958). At least one hundred crystals were oriented for each thin section, 
unless (for some samples with particularly large crystals) there were not that many 
available. For shear samples, thin sections were mounted on the stage such that the zero 
azimuth value on the stage was parallel to the experimental shear direction marked on the 
thin section. This ensured that the experimental shear directions were correctly marked on 
the fabric diagrams. Inclination data have been corrected to account for air-ice refraction 
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(Langway,1958). The measured c-axis orientations were plotted in Schmidt equal-area 
nets. Associated c-axis distribution histograms and fabric statistical parameters including 
the mean c-axi~ angle off the vertical, µ, the standard deviation, cr, and the half-apex 
angles of the cones containing 25% and 50% of the c-axes, <1>2s and <!>so, were calculated. 
3.7. DETERMINATION OF CRYSTAL SIZE 
Crystal size was determined from enlarged photographs of ice thin sections by the count 
per unit area method. Mean crystal diameter, D was estimated by counting (using a 
~-
computer linked digitiser) the number of crystals, N in a measured (also using a computer 
linked digitiser) area, A, assuming circular cross section and using the relation 
or 
02 = 4A 
1t N 
A 
S = N 
where S is mean crystal area. 
( 3.15) 
( 3.16) 
For the estimation of crystal size within a thin section, the mean linear intercept method 
(Pickering, 1976) may be better for regularly shaped, approximately equi-sized crystals. 
The count per unit area method seems more reliable however, for thin sections containing 
irregular crystals with unknown size distribution, e.g. from within an ice core from a 
natural ice mass (Jacka, 1984b). 
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4. ICE DEFORMATION TESTS IN UNIAXIAL COMPRESSION 
Uniaxial compression tests were performed on each test sample described in Chapter 2 at 
0.2 MPa octahedral shear stress and - 5 ·c. Six laboratory prepared ice samples were also 
tested at the same stress and temperature. The properties of these ice test samples have 
been described in detail in Chapter 2. In order to reach high strains the tests were (in most 
cases) divided into three stages (i.e. as described in Section 3.4). Thin sections 
perpendicular to the compression axis were cut from the middle of the sample _for 
crystallographic analyses between each test stage. Appendix I displays strain curves, 
crystal orientation fabrics and associated c-axis distribution histograms, thin section 
photographs, crystal size data and fabric statistical parameters for each test. 
4.1. STRAIN CURVES AND STRAIN RATES 
4.1.1. Strain curves 
The strain curves (octahedral shear strain rate as a function of octahedral shear strain on log 
- log scales) for the tests on all the samples are presented across the top line of Appendix I. 
All strain curves were plotted as raw data points with no smoothing. The compression tests 
were carried out in stages as described in Section 3.4. Thus there are two or three strain 
curves representing the first, second or third stages respectively. 
The strain curves are similar to those obtained by Gao and Jacka (1987) and Budd and 
Jacka (1989). The curves for most of the ice core samples are similar to those obtained for 
the laboratory prepared isotropic ice and exhibit the development of the octahedral shear 
strain rate with the octahedral shear strain. Generally the strain picture can be described 
thus : a primary decreasing strain rate until minimum, an accelerating strain rate and 
finally, a near constant tertiary strain rate at about 5 to 11 % octahedral shear strain. The 
compression was stopped once the steady state tertiary stage was attained. The next 
compression test stage on the reshaped samples was restarted with the same stress and 
temperature. Strain rate then decreased asymptotically to approximately the final creep 
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rate of the previous stage. If the compression test was stopped at some particular strain and 
fabric development beyond minimum strain rate, then restarted, the re-deformation strain 
rate for the reshaped sample went through a new minimum strain rate corresponding to the 
strain rate at the stage reached when the previous compression stopped. In Appendix I, the 
curve for sample AGZ77-230 illustrates the above description. Note that the minimum 
attained in the second stage of the test is equal to the final strain attained in the first stage. 
The strain curves for some samples (see e.g. BHC1-121B, BHC1-138CT) exhibited strain 
rates decreasing directly to the tertiary strain rate without passing through a minimum. 
4.1.2. Minimum strain rates 
Since the ice test samples taken from the natural ice masses, particularly where high 
deformation rates occur, have developed strong crystal anisotropy as a consequence of the 
deformation history, the minimum strain rate which occurred during testing is a 
characteristic of the anisotropy of the original sample before recrystallisation sets in to 
change the structure of the sample. The clear relationship between the preferred orientation 
of c-axes and strain rates has been demonstrated by laboratory experiments (Lile, 1978; 
Russell-Head and Budd, 1979; Duval, 1981; Duval and Le Gac, 1982; Azuma and Higashi, 
1984) and by borehole tilting measurements (Shoji and Langway, 1984; Russell-Head and 
Budd, 1979; Gundestrup and Hansen 1984). 
From Table 4.1, it is seen that the minimum strain rates for all the ice core samples range 
from 2.0xI0-9 s-1 (i.e. lower than the mean of 1.2x1Q-8 for laboratory prepared isotropic ice 
samples) to 2.2x10-8 s-1 (higher than the isotropic minimum). There is clear evidence to 
show that the flow of ice with a single maximum fabric has a minimum strain rate lower 
than that of the laboratory prepared isotropic ice (i.e. the single maximum fabric is a hard 
glide fabric for uniaxial compression). The flow of ice with a multiple maximum fabric 
has a relative higher minimum strain rate (i.e. the multiple maximum fabric is an easy glide 
fabric in uniaxial compression) and this strain rate in fact is approximately equivalent to the 
tertiary strain rate. The results show that the stronger the single maximum fabric, the 
lower the minimum strain rate. 
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Table 4.1 Strain rates and strains in compression tests. 
1st compression 
sample number minimum tertiary total 
strain rate strain rate strain 
(s-1) (s-1) (%) 
AGZ77-225A 8.2 x10-9 1.4 x10-8 18 
AGZ77-225B 3.5 X1 o-9 - 11 
AGZ77-226 5.2 X1 o-9 1.8 x10-8 16 
AGZ77-228 5.6 X1 o-9 1.5 x10-8 18 
AGZ77-229 2.8 x10-9 1.3 x10-8 13 
AGZ77-230 2.0 x10-9 - 3 
BHC1-73B 6.8 x10-9 1.4 x10-8 16 
BHC1-79C 3.7 x10-9 1.9 x10-8 10 
BHC1-84B 3.7 X1 o-9 1.1 X1 o-8 16 
BHC1-108D 1.5 X1 o-8 1.5 X1 o-8 21 
BHC1-116D -
- -
10 
BHC1-121 B 2.1 x10-8 2.1 x10-8 12 
BHC1-134D - - 7 
BHC1-138C 1.3 x10-8 2.0 x10-8 10 
DYE3-338 2.2 x10-8 3.8 x10-8 17 
DYE3-1556 7.5 x10-9 3.9 x10-8 13 
DYE3-1763 3.0 X1 o-9 3.2 x10-8 12 
DYE3-1922 4.5 x10-9 4.5 x10-8 7 
LAB-1 1.8 x10-8 3.5 x10-8 23 
LAB-2 1.1 X1 o-8 5.9 x10-8 31 
LAB-3 1.1 X1 o-8 3.6 x10-a 18 
LAB-4 1.2 x10-8 3.7 x10-8 20 
LAB-5 1.2 x10-8 3.7 X1 o-8 17 
LAB-6 1.1 X1 o-8 3.6 x10-8 16 
2nd compression 3rd compression mean 
tertiary total tertiary total tertiary enhancement 
strain rate strain strain rate strain strain rate factor 
(s-1) (%) (s-1) (%) (s-1) 
2.1 X1 o-8 36 1.4 X1 o-8 44 1.6 X1 o-8 2 
- 20 - - - -
4.5 x10-8 34 1.0 X1 o-8 42 2.4 X1 o-8 4.6 
1.3 X1 o-8 20 - - 1.4 X1 o-8 2.5 
1.9 X1 o-8 23 2.1 X1 o-8 29 2.3 X1 o-8 8.2 
- 17 3.9 x10-8 36 3.9 X1 o-8 19.5 
1.4 X1 o-8 29 1.4 X1 o-8 29 1.4 X1 o-8 2.1 
2.2 x10-8 22 2.5 x10-8 30 2.2 x10-8 6 
2.1 X1 o-8 39 2.0 x10-8 55 1.7 X1 o-8 4.6 
1.5 X1 o-8 40 - - 1.5 X1 o-8 1 
1.4 X1 o-8 19 1.1 x10-8 27 1.3 X1 o-8 1 
1.8 X1 o-8 25 1.7 X1 o-8 33 1.9 X1 o-8 1 
2.0 x10-8 26 1.4 X1 o-8 33 1.7 X1 o-8 1 
2.1 X1 o-8 20 1.6 X1 o-8 36 1.9 X1 o-8 1 
2.3 x10-8 27 1.5 X10-8 33 2.5 X1 o-8 1.1 
3.6 x10-8 20 1.8 X10-8 32 3.1 X1 o-8 4.1 
2.4 X10-8 27 3.8 X10-8 43 3.1 X1 o-8 10.3 
3.2 X10-8 23 - - 3.8 X1 o-8 8.4 
- - - - - 1.9 
- - - - - 5.4 
3.3 X1 o-8 34 2.3 x10-8 42 3.1 X1 o-8 2.8 
3.0 X1 o-8 33 2.0 x10-8 43 2.9 x10-8 2.4 
3.1 Xl o-8 33 2.3 x10-a 43 3.b Xl o-8 2.5 
2.9 x10-8 34 2.8 x10-a 49 3.1 X1 o-8 2.8 
4.1.3. Tertiary strain rates 
All creep curves (except for sample AGZ77-225B) exhibit tertiary strain rate at about 5 to 
10% strain. As shown in Table 4.1, the tertiary strain rate averaged over the three 
compression test stages ranged from 1.3xlQ-8 to 3.9x1Q-8 s-1 with a mean of 2.2xl0-8 s-1, 
a factor of 1.4 lower than the mean of 3.0xlQ-8 s-1 attained for laboratory prepared 
isotropic ice samples. Gao (unpublished) also found a discrepancy for the tertiary strain 
rates of laboratory prepared isotropic ice samples compared with those for ice core 
anisotropic samples. He attributed the discrepancy to differences in the mean angle of the 
initial (small circle girdle) fabrics. For the present tests, this discrepancy seems to decrease 
with the sample re-deformation stages (i.e. with the attainment of high strains). The 
important point to note in any case, is that the tertiary strain rates for all test samples were 
very close to each other and tended to a constant strain rate, even though their minimum 
strain rates differed by an order of magnitude. 
4.1.4. Enhancement factor 
Enhancement factor, the ratio of the tertiary strain rate to the minimum strain rate, is 
calculated and listed in Table 4.1. Here, the tertiary rate is an average of the measured 
tertiary strain rate over the three compression tests stages for each sample. 
As shown in the data, the enhancement factor has a wider range (1 to 19.5) for the ice core 
samples than for laboratory prepared samples (mean of 3). There is a strong relationship 
between the enhancement factor and the crystal orientation fabric. 
Generally, for initially isotropic ice the enhancement factor is about 3 in compression 
(Jacka and Maccagnan, 1984; Steinemann, 1958) and about 8 to 10 in shear (Russell-Head, 
1985; Duval, 1981). For this study, the strain rates of all ice samples tended eventually to 
a constant steady state tertiary strain rate, and the-enhancement factor may reach as high as 
19.5 or more for the ice initially with stronger single maximum fabrics. Enhancement 
factor is as low as 1 for ice initially exhibiting a multiple maximum fabric. 
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4.2. THE FACTORS AFFECTING THE FLOW OF ICE 
Shoji and Langway (1988) carried out a set of constant strain rate uniaxial compression 
tests on samples of Wisconsin ice from the DYE3 core. Pimienta and Duval (1988) carried 
out uniaxial and biaxial tests on ice samples from the last interglacial period from the 
Vostok, Antarctica core. They obtained similar results. The insoluble (dust) and soluble 
(mainly c1-, N03- or SQ4- ions) impurity concentrations did not seem to influence the 
mechanical behaviour, and the enhancement factor, measured in various stress fields, 
appeared to be dependent mainly on the orientation of the c-axes. 
It has been expected (Paterson, 1991) for uniaxial compression of the Wisconsin and 
Holocene ice along the axis of the core, that if "softness" results from impurities alone, 
the Wisconsin ice (containing higher impurity concentration and with stronger fabric and 
smaller crystals) should deform more rapidly than the Holocene ice (containing lower 
impurity concentration and with weaker fabric and larger crystals) at all stages of the 
deformation. If crystal orientation fabric and different rates of its development are the 
·flow rate determining factors, the minimum strain rate of the Holocene ice should be 
greater than for the Wisconsin samples and, although both samples should eventually reach 
the same tertiary strain rate, the Wisconsin ice sample should reach it first. Therefore, 
there is a requirement to inspect, separately, the effects of impurities on tertiary strain rate 
and of initial crystal orientation fabric on minimum strain rate in order to separate the 
effects of crystal orientation fabric pattern and of impurity concentrations on the flow. 
4.2.1. Effect of impurities on tertiary strain rates 
From Table 2.3 and Table 4.1, the sample AGZ77-~25A (the Wisconsin ice from the 
AGZ77 core) exhibits higher dust concentration (by a factor of 651) than sample BHC1-
116D (the Transition ice from the BHCl core). As stated above, if dust has a softness 
effect, sample AGZ77-225A should deform more rapidly than sample BHC1-116D at all 
stages of the deformation, i.e. sample AGZ77-225A should show relatively higher tertiary 
and minimum strain rates than sample BHC1-116D. However, the tertiary strain rates for 
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these two samples are similar, even though the minimum strain rate for sample AGZ77-
225A was 2 times lower than the tertiary strain rate. The minimum strain rate for sample 
BHC1-116D was nearly the same as the tertiary strain rate. 
Another example is provided by DYE3 core samples. The dust concentration for sample 
DYE3-Tl 763 (Wisconsin ice) was 9.5 times higher than for sample DYE3-Tl556 
(Holocene ice). The concentrations of Na, Ca, Mg, Cl and S04 ions in sample DYE3-
Tl763 were respectively 12.7, 8.4, 5.0, 13.0 and 5.3 times higher than for sample DYE 3-
Tl556. However, the tertiary strain rates are similar even though the minimum strain rate 
for sample DYE3-T1763 was 2.5 times lower than for sample DYE3-T1556. 
This phenomenon above will be explained in Section 4.2.2 by the crystal orientation fabric 
pattern in the samples. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 are respectively, plots of the dust concentration 
and soluble impurity concentrations (Na, Ca, Mg, Cl, S04 and N03 ions), as functions of 
the tertiary strain rate. These figures show no correlation between dust concentration or 
soluble impurity concentration and tertiary strain rate despite significant variations in the 
impurity concentrations. These results coincide with those of Shoji and Langway (1988) 
and of Pimienta and Duval (1988). 
4.2.2. Effect of initial crystal orientation fabric on minimum strain rate 
As described in Section 4.1.2, compared with laboratory prepared isotropic ice, the ice 
samples with an initial single maximum fabric show a relatively lower minimum strain rate 
and the ice samples with an initial multiple maximum fabric show a relative higher 
minimum strain rate (equivalent to the tertiary strain rate). This is in agreement with the 
expectation of Paterson (1991); i.e. if fabric is the determining factor of "softness" the 
minimum strain rate for the Holocene ice should be greater than for the Wisconsin ice. In 
addition, this may explain, as mentioned in Section 4.2.1, why samples AGZ77-225A and 
DYE3-T1763 exhibited lower minimum strain rates than samples BHC1-116D and DYE3-
Tl556. That is, sample AGZ77-225A initially showed a single maximum fabric pattern (a 
hard glide fabric pattern in compression) which resulted in a lower minimum strain rate. In 
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addition, sample BHC1-116D initially showed a multiple maximum pattern (similar to a 
girdle fabric pattern and an easy glide fabric pattern in compression), which resulted in a 
constant creep rate close to tertiary strain rate. Similarly sample DYE3-Tl 763 (strong 
single maximum fabric) resulted in a lower minimum strain rate than sample DYE3-T1556 
(multiple maximum fabric). 
The results show that the minimum strain rate is primarily determined by initial crystal 
orientation fabric. This result however has been known for some time (e.g. Gao and Jacka, 
1987; Budd and Jacka, 1989) and supports the conclusion made by Shoji and Langway 
(1988) and by Pimienta and Duval (1988). 
4.3. STEADY STATE FLOW OF ICE IN COMPRESSION DEFORMATION 
Steady state ice flow in compression has been observed in previous laboratory experiments 
(e.g. Budd and Matsuda, 1974; Wilson and Russell-Head, 1982; Jacka, 1984b; Jacka and 
Maccagnan, 1984; Gao and Jacka, 1987) and further confirmed by the results in this 
Chapter. Given sufficiently high deformation (strain) a tertia,ry steady state creep rate is 
established dependent on test temperature and stress. Along with the development of this 
steady state creep rate, a steady state crystal orientation fabric and a steady state (or 
equilibrium) crystal size is also developed. The results obtained here show that this steady 
state ice flow is independent of the initial sample parameters; i.e. no matter whether the 
sample initially exhibits a single maximum, random or small circle girdle fabric pattern, no 
matter what the initial crystal size and no matter what the initial impurity concentrations, 
the same steady state tertiary flow rate will be attained once sufficient strain is attained. 
The results also show the independence of the steady state flow from the sample origin or 
history; i.e. no matter whether the test .sample is laboratory-prepared or from an ice core 
drilled from a natural ice mass, no matter whether it is Holocene or Wisconsin in origin and 
no matter whether from the Northern or Southern hemisphere - still the steady state flow 
rate will be the same. 
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4.3.1. Steady state tertiary strain rate 
As show in Appendix I, the compression tests on all samples (except for sample AGZ77-
225B) reached the tertiary stage. The steady state tertiary strain rate for all the samples 
was close to 3.0xlQ-8 s-1. This constant tertiary strain rate was maintained for up to 55% 
strain. 
4.3.2. Steady state crystal orientation fabric' 
-· 
The crystal orientation fabrics and associated c-axis orientation histograms resulting from 
the three compression test stages on each of the samples are presented in the second and 
third rows of Appendix I. The initial fabric data are presented in Figure 2.4. Table 4.2 
summarises the fabric data. 
Theoretically in compression the maximum shear occurs in a right circular conical surface 
whose normals are at 45° to the unique axis, i.e. forming a girdle around that axis (Budd, 
1972). This small circle girdle fabric pattern has been obtained by previous compression 
tests on laboratory prepared isotropic ice (Watanabe and Oura, 1968; Wilson and Russell-
Head, 1982; Huang and others, 1982, Jacka and Maccagnan, 1984) and on anisotropic ice 
from natural ice masses (Steinemann, 1958; Tanaka, 1972; Huang and others, 1988'; 
Azuma and Higashi, 1985; Gao and Jacka, 1987). 
The results described here further confirm that, along with attainment of tertiary strain rate 
at 5 to 11 % strain, a preferred crystal orientation fabric (small circle girdle centred about · 
the compression axis) develops, and this fabric continues to strengthen with increasing 
strain until -55 % strain. The c-axis mean vertical angles of these final small circle girdle 
fabrics ranged from 28.54 to 34.92° with a mean of 31.5° for initially isotropic laboratory 
prepared ice and from 23.73 to 36.74 ° for in.itially anisotropic ice core samples. Gao and 
Jacka (1987) and Gao (unpublished) have found that the c-axis mean angle of the small 
circle girdle fabric asymptotically decreases to a limiting value of about 26° to the vertical. 
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Table 4.2 (2 pages) Data for crystal orientation fabric and size resulting from compression tests. a andµ indicate standard deviation and mean angle of the c-axes of crystals to the 
vertical, and cXl/4) and cli(l/2) the half-apex angles of the cones containing 25% and 50% of the c-axes. 
fabric (before compression ) crystal fabric ( after lst compression ) total crystal 
sample number size strain size 
description µo ao ctio (1/4) ctio (1/2) So description µi ai «Iii (1/4) «Iii (1/2) E Si (°) (°) (°) (°) (mm2) (°) (°) (°) (°) (%) (mm2) 
AGZ77 /225A single maximum 23.18 14.08 13.70 20.55 2.1 weak girdle 29.52 11.08 21.13 30.56 18 2.53 
AGZ77 /225B single maximum 26.25 10.62 20.56 25.16 0.8 single maximum 19.15 18.27 9.00 13.00 11 0.91 
AGZ77 /226 single maximum 23.14 13.96 14.86 20.21 1.5 weak single max. 17.68 13.66 7.87 12.85 16 0.92 
AGZ77 /228 single maximum 20.64 10.71 13.16 19.29 2.3 girdle 33.55 9.21 27.10 33.04 18 6.73 
AGZ77 /229 single maximum 18.69 8.78 13.00 18.00 2.2 ? 30.71 17.88 21.36 29.67 13 5.85 
AGZ77 /230 single maximum 15.11 8.15 9.45 13.86 2.7 single maximum 10.61 4.03 7.15 10.53 3 
BHC l /73B central trend 28.67 6.31 25.00 29.00 >41 weak girdle 27.81 15.79 18.00 25.00 16 4.08 
BHC l /79C central trend 29.21 20.74 15.00 20.00 >45 weak central trend 26.97 14.07 18.03 25.12 10 2.27 
BHC l /84B central trend 20.72 13.86 11.68 16.89 18 girdle 25.89 6.47 21.22 24.59 16 2.60 
BHC 1/108D 7 40.00 21.70 28.00 33.00 >100 weak girdle 33.62 15.78 23.00 31.21 21 3.12 
BHC 1/116D multiple maximum 22.57 8.02 16.50 20.00 >320 weak girdle 30.15 14.13 20.87 31.45 10 4.75 
BHC 1/121B multiple maximum 25.13 12.85 21.01 26.44 >91 girdle 36.76 12.09 30.91 36.10 12 6.24 
BHC l / 134D multiple maximum 68.60 20.45 46.00 76.00 >130 - - - - - 7 -
BHC l / 138C multiple maximum 40.50 26.88 32.00 36.00 >310 girdle 29.88 13.56 21.11 24.44 10 11.60 
DYE3/T338 weak central trend 38.45 26.21 17.00 23.00 15.1 girdle 26.46 9.86 20.85 24.47 17 13.20 
DYE3/T1556 ? 38.64 28.56 11.00 39.00 282 ? 36.17 17.39 27.83 34.59 13 13.10 
DYE3/T1763 single maximum 13.54 8.20 7.90 12.63 3.6 weak single max. 36.46 16.38 29.48 35.49 12 2.93 
DYE3 /T1922 single maximum 12.98 11.37 7.00 12.00 5.1 ? 38.31 20.75 30.82 40.96 7 1.53 
LAB-1 random 57.59 23.03 39.01 61.06 1.0 girdle 34.92 11.06 26.38 33.74 23 1.66 
LAB-2 random girdle 28.54 8.37 22.69 27.52 31 2.09 
LAB-3 random theoretical theoretical week girdle 31.26 12.60 26.82 33.06 18 2.11 
LAB-4 random 57.30 21.56 girdle 34.67 7.12 30.45 34.47 20 2.11 
LAB-5 random weak girdle 38.85 17.00 25.42 37.53 17 1.59 
LAB-6 random girdle 33.56 9.03 26.31 32.80 16 1.40 
°' N 
sample number 
AGZ77 /225A 
AGZ77 /225B 
AGZ77 /226 
AGZ77 /228 
AGZ77 /229 
AGZ77 /230 
BHC 1 /73B 
BHC l /79C 
BHC 1 /84B 
BHC 1/1080 
BHC 1/1160 
BHC 1/121B 
BHC 1/1340 
BHC 1/ 138C 
OYE3/T338 
OYE3/Tl556 
OYE3/Tl763 
OYE3/Tl922 
LAB-I 
LAB-2 
LAB-3 
LAB-4 
LAB-5 
LAB-6 
fabric ( after 2nd compression ) 
description µ2 0'2 4>2 (1/4) 
(°) (°) (°) 
girdle 27.59 9.97 21.00 
single maximum 17.58 14.28 8.00 
girdle 33.97 12.70 27.06 
- - - -
girdle 33.29 14.13 22.10 
weak single max. 18.00 13.09 7.82 
girdle 30.94 12.50 24.00 
central trend 23.11 10.54 16.18 
_girdle 24.54 8.53 18.71 
girdle 31.40 9.41 25.00 
girdle 27.80 8.50 20.00 
weak girdle 36.14 21.75 17.10 
? 48.31 24.24 27.63 
girdle 29.90 16.18 17.50 
girdle 26.71 5.42 21.72 
girdle 29.05 7.27 22.82 
girdle 30.79 8.94 25.26 
girdle 36.74 10.44 30.41 
- - - -
- - - -
girdle 30.53 7.96 24.17 
girdle 31.61 7.65 25.34 
girdle 30.90 8.74 23.30 
weak girdle 40.43 18.50 23.16 
total 
strain 
tl>2 (1/2) E 
(°) (%) 
27.00 36 
14.00 20 
33.65 34 
-
20 
32.02 23 
14.05 17 
30.00 29 
23.49 22 
23.52 39 
31.00 40 
28.33 19 
32.52 25 
45.09 26 
23.76 20 
26.25 27 
29.29 20 
30.78 27 
34.16 23 
- -
- -
29.23 34 
29.80 33 
29.38 33 
32.46 34 
crystal fabric ( after 3rd compression ) total crystal 
size strain size 
S2 description µ3 0'3 lj>3 (1/4) lj>3 (1/2) E S3 
(mm2) (°) (°) (°) ( 0 ) (%) (mm2) 
2.02 girdle 29.00 11.82 23.00 28.00 44 2.15 
0.78 - - - - - - -
1.95 girdle 25.63 10.48 19.17 25.21 42 0.66 
- - - - - - - -
9.04 girdle 24.80 8.37 17.64 24.26 29 5.96 
1.91 girdle 29.82 7.22 25.30 30.26 36 1.65 
2.06 girdle 30.11 12.56 22.00 28.00 29 2.15 
1.70 weak girdle 29.80 16.75 18.95 25.75 30 1.22 
2.22 girdle 27.11 9.82 19.00 28.00 55 2.19 
3.06 
- - - - - - -
9.88 girdle 23.73 6.37 20.26 23.01 27 21.30 
3.18 weak girdle 28.03 11.13 17.39 30.18 33 2.87 
10.80 weak girdle 34.77 16.10 24.69 33.25 33 5.04 
6.21 girdle 34.38 15.22 18.74 36.23 36 8.68 
10.40 girdle 28.58 13.34 19.56 28.10 33 19.20 
11.50 weak girdle 35.60 14.32 24.82 30.91 32 11.50 
3.55 girdle 30.16 9.74 23.03 27.89 43 1.61 
3.01 
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -
2.51 girdle 31.89 10.31 23.97 30.38 42 2.79 
2.75 girdle 30.65 9.10 23.34 28.58 43 2.71 
2.73 girdle 32.74 12.02 24.08 31.73 43 2.61 
1.78 girdle 30.10 8.97 24.40 27.64 49 2.51 
It may be that higher strains are required in the tests described in this report, especially for 
the initially anisotropic ice with hard glide single maximum fabrics, to attain these 
stronger small circle girdle fabrics. In addition, examining the evolution of the girdle 
fabric with increasing strain for samples AGZ77-225B, AGZ77-226 and AGZ77-230 (all 
of which initially displayed single maximum fabrics of varying strengths) it appears that 
the amount of strain required for the development of the girdle fabric was greater than that 
for initially isotropic samples. For example, minimum strain rate (and thus, the beginning 
of the development of the girdle fabric) was not attained until 19.6% strain for sample 
AGZ77-225B. More work is required to clarify this explanation. 
4.3.3. Steady state crystal size 
It has been found that the initial crystal size of the ice sample has little or no effect on the 
ice flow rate in compression for stress ranges typically found in the natural ice sheets. 
Further, it has been found that crystal size itself is affected by the deformation (Duval and 
Le Gac, 1980; Jones and Chew, 1981, 1983; Jacka, 1984b; Gao, unpublished). Along with 
the attainment of tertiary strain rate a steady state (or equilibrium) crystal size is 
established. The actual value of the equilibrium crystal size seems to be dependent on the 
stress and temperature (Jacka, 1984b; Jacka and Maccagnan, 1984; Gao and Jacka, 1987) 
or stress alone (Jacka and Li, 1994), but independent of the initial crystal size or 
orientation. 
Figure 4.3 is a plot of the crystal size as a function of the octahedral shear strain for the 
compression tests of this study. It is clear that an equilibrium crystal size is established 
with. the attainment of tertiary flow beyond 5 to 11 % octahedral shear strain. The line on 
Figure 4.3 indicates the mean final (eq~ilibrium) crystal size of 2.24 mm2. It is seen that 
the change in mean crystal size, from an initially wide range of 0.84 to 310 mm2 (the 
largest crystal size is 369 times greater than the smallest one) to a final range of 0.7 to 21 
mm2, involves a mean increase for initially smaller crystals and a mean decrease for initial 
larger crystals. For instance, the mean crystal size for all laboratory prepared ice samples 
increased from 1.02 to 2.24 mm2, while for all BHCl core samples the mean crystal size 
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Figure 4.3 Crystal size in compression as a function of total octahedral shear strain. The 
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decreased from a range of 18.09 to 320 mm2 to a final range (with the exception of one 
point) of 1.22 to 8.68 mm2. The one exception is for a sample with final mean crystal size, 
21.25 mm2. This larger final crystal size has developed as a consequence of decreasing 
stress due to increasing sample cross-sectional area. 
The strain required for the establishment of the equilibrium crystal size seems dependent 
on the initial crystal size and crystal orientation fabric. The results show that the crystal 
size tends from 0.66 to 21.25 mm2 by 35 % strain, from 0.66 to 3.06 mm2 after 35 % 
strain and from 2.15 to 2.61 mm2 after 43 % strain. 
Because a high negative correlation between crystal size and impurity concentration was 
found for the AGZ77 core (Fisher and Koerner, 1986), for the DYE3 core (Hammer and 
others, 1985; Langway and others, 1988), and in several other cores (Koerner and Fisher, 
1979), they attributed the smaller crystal size to reduced crystal growth rate caused by the 
concentrations of microparticles (dust) (Koerner and Fisher, 1979) and soluble impurities 
(mainly Cl and Na or S04 ions) (Alley and others, 1986a, 1986b; Langway and others, 
1988). But Duval and Lorius' (1980) calculation shows that at Dome C, Antarctica, even 
an ice age dust concentration 100 times higher than the Holocene levels would not reduce 
the crystal growth rate significantly. This is supported by the results obtained in this set of 
compression tests on the Wisconsin and Holocene ice drilled from natural ice masses in the 
Northern Hemisphere and Antarctica. From Tables 2.3 and 4.2, the dust concentrations in 
the AGZ77 core samples were two orders of magnitude higher than those in the BHCl core 
ice samples. The crystal sizes were two orders of magnitude lower. Along with the 
attainment of tertiary flow, the mean crystal size for the AGZ77 core samples increased 
while the mean crystal size for the BHCl core samples decreased. Thus, Both mean crystal 
sizes approached a similar equilibrium crystal size. Also, the equilibrium crystal size was 
unaffected by dust concentration or by chloride, sodium, sulphate or other soluble 
impurities. 
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4.4. SUMMARY 
Uniaxial compression tests on the Wisconsin and Holocene ice from the AGZ77, BHCl 
and DYE3 cores show that the deformation of both the Wisconsin and the Holocene ice 
tends to reach a constant steady state tertiary stage. No evidence has been found to indicate 
that the deformation of the Wisconsin ice is more rapid than that of the Holocene ice. 
The enhanced flow for ice with an easy glide fabric (small circle girdle pattern for 
compression) may reach as much as 19.6 times faster than the flow for ice with a hard glide 
fabric (e.g. single maximum pattern for compression) and 3 times faster than the flow of 
isotropic ice. This indicates that the crystal orientation fabric pattern is the main factor 
affecting the ice flow rates. The measured enhanced flow in the Wisconsin ice for the 
AGZ77 core and in the DYE3 core seems to be mostly dominated by the crystal 
orientation fabric at the temperature and stress considered here. 
The results also indicate that the soluble ( dust ) and insoluble impurity concentrations do 
not affect the flow rates, again, at the temperature and stress considered here. 
This set of experiments has further extended studies of the steady state ice flow in 
compression to the anisotropic ice of the Wisconsin and Holocene climatic periods as 
evidenced in ice cores from Agassiz, Greenland and Antarctica. 
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5. ICE DEFORMATION TESTS IN STh1PLE SHEAR 
A set of simple shear tests at an octahedral shear stress of 0.2 MPa and a temperature of 
-5.0 ·c was carried out on the sixteen ice test samples described in Chapter 2. These test 
parameters were deliberately chosen for direct comparison with the results in unia:xial 
compression described in Chapter 4. The six laboratory prepared ice samples described 
earlier were also included in this set of tests. The experimental technique used in the 
simple shear tests has been described in Chapter 3. Appendix II displays the strain curves 
resulting from the simple shear tests. Crystal orientation fabrics, associated c-axis 
distribution histograms, thin section photographs and total strain and crystal size data are 
also included in Appendix II for each ice sample both prior to testing and after test 
conclusion. 
5.1 RE-MEASUREMENT TO THE ICE TEST SAMPLES 
The uniaxial compression tests in Chapter 4 show that the flow of ice is highly related to 
the initial crystal orientation fabric. Therefore, each of the samples was remeasured for 
crystal orientation fabric and crystal size from the prepared shear test specimens before 
experiments were commenced. This ensured that the crystallography of each sample was 
well documented prior to each new test. 
As shown in Appendix IT, the measurements of crystal orientation fabric and crystal size 
for the shear test specimens (prior to testing) exhibit quite similar characteristics to the 
measurements for the compression test specimens (see Chapter 2) for most of the samples. 
It is noted that the sample AGZ77-225B (the Wiscon.sin sample from the AGZ77 core) 
exhibits different characteristics from ihe compression test specimen (Chapter 2) in both 
the crystal orientation fabric (a very strong single maximum fabric pattern compared to a 
weak single maximum fabric pattern) and the crystal size (from 0.84 to 4.7 mm2). This 
sample, in the compression test described in Chapter 4, showed a lower minimum strain 
rate than others with a multi-maxima fabric, until the test concluded at 19.6% strain. This 
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result might be expected of a sample exhibiting a strong single maximum fabric off the 
vertical, i.e. the results of Chapter 4 may be more compatible with the crystallographic 
structure now seen for the shear test sample. The difference in fabric structure measured -
for the two initial samples from one core piece may be attributable to variations in the 
structure within short depths in the sample. Alternatively, changes may have occurred in 
the structure during sample storage between the two studies. 
For all the shear test samples, the initial crystal orientation fabric ranged in type from 
small circle girdles, weak central tendencies, and multiple-maxima to single maximum 
patterns. The initial crystal size ranged from 1.2 to >306 mm2 (cf. an initial crystal size 
range from 0.8 to >310 mm2 for the compression test specimens). The largest crystal size 
was greater than the smallest one by a factor of >255. 
For laboratory-prepared ice samples, the crystal orientation fabric and crystal size were 
measured from a prepared shear test specimen. This specimen exhibited a random c-axis 
orientation pattern with a c-axis mean vertical angle of 52.39° and a standard deviation of 
20.67° (cf. theoretical values of 57.30° and 21.56° respectively), and a crystal size of 0.9 
mm2. 
5.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
5.2.1 Strain curves and strain rates 
Unsmoothed raw data points of octahedral shear strain rate were plotted as a function of 
experiment duration time and of octahedral shear strain on log - log scales. These plots are 
shown across the top row of Appendix II. 
The strain curves are similar to those resulting from the compression tests in Chapter 4. 
Generally, they exhibit the development of a steady state tertiary flow with increasing 
strain through a primary decreasing strain rate followed by an accelerating strain rate. 
They also show that the strain rates for some of the samples with a single maximum fabric, 
which resulted in a lower minimum strain rate in the compression tests (Chapter 4), 
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decreased directly to the tertiary strain rate without passing through a minimum. This 
confirms that the single maximum fabric is compatible for shear yet incompatible for 
compression (Gao, unpublished; Budd and Jacka, 1989). 
Each of the simple shear tests was run until a steady tertiary strain rate was established at 
an octahedral shear strain of 29 to 239% without sample destruction. 
Table 5.1 provides a summary of the experimental data for all the ice core samples. The 
minimum strain rates ranged from 1.8xl0-8 s-1 (lower than the mean of 5.0xl0-8 s-1 for 
laboratory prepared isotropic ice samples) to 8.0xlQ-8 s-1 (equivalent to the tertiary stntln 
rate) at octahedral shear strains of - 1 to 4%. The tertiary strain rates for the ice core 
samples ranged from 1.3x10-7 to 8.0xl0-7 s-1 with a mean of 3.5x10-7 s-1 at octahedral 
shear strains of -1 to 30%. The mean value for the tertiary strain rates for all the ice core 
samples is higher than a mean of 2.8x1Q-8 s-1 for the laboratory prepared ice samples by a. 
factor of 1.2. 
There is clear evidence that the deformation in shear of ice with a circle girdle fabric 
results in a minimum strain rate lower than that for the laboratory prepared isotropic ice. 
The flow of ice with a single maximum fabric (especially if the maximum is near vertical) 
results in a relative high minimum strain rate, about equal to the tertiary strain rate. 
5.2.2 Comparison of strain rate differences for laboratory prepared isotropic ice in shear 
and compression 
It has been reported for the experiments on laboratory prepared isotropic ice at 0.2 MPa 
octahedral and -5.0 °C, that the mean minimum strain rate is 1.3xl0-8 s-1 with an 
enhancement factor of 3 in compr~ssion (Chapter 4), and 5.0xl0-8 s-lwith an 
enhancement factor of - 6 in shear (this Chapter), respectively. All strain rates presented 
here are in terms of octahedral values to compare µie flow properties of ice under different 
stress configurations (Nye,1953; Budd,1968). 
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Table 5.1 Data in simple shear tests. 
sample number sample dimension 
LxWxH (mm) 
AGZ77-225A 41x19x21 
AGZ77-225B 53x19x21 
AGZ77-229 33x19x21 
AGZ77-230 34x19x21 
BHC1-73B 46x19x21 
BHC1-79C 47x17x21 
BHC1-848 59x19x21 
BHC1-1080 54x19x18 
BHC1-116D 53x19x20 
BHC1-121B 52x19x21 
BHC1-1340 51x19x22 
BHC1-138C 58x19x21 
DYE3-T338 35x19x21 
DYE3-T1556 39x19x21 
DYE3-T1763 38x19x22 
DYE3-T1922 31x19x21 
LAB-1 59x19x22 
LAB-2 59x19x21 
LAB-3 59x19x21 
LAB-4 59x19x21 
LAB-5 60x19x21 
LAB-6 60x19x21 
crystal size(mm2) 
before test after test 
2.4 1.3 
4.7 2.4 
2.5 2.9 
3.1 1.9 
>31 1.6 
>24 1 
>62 1. 1 
>217 5.2 
>138 5.4 
>83 3.6 
>152 1. 1 
>306 7 
>56 3.2 
12.9 3.5 
1.2 0.9 
6.8 1. 7 
0.9 1.5 
0.9 1.3 
0.9 1.3 
0.9 1.9 
0.9 1. 1 
0.9 1 
strain rate (s-1) total strain (%) enhancement 
minimum tertiarv factor 
6.4 X 10-8 3.0 x 10-7 53 4.7 
4.8 x 10-8 2.5 x 10-7 57 5.2 
2.0 x 10-7 2.0 x 10-7 38 1 
3.0 x 10-7 3.0 x 10-7 91 1 
2.0 x 10-7 5.0 x 10-7 70 2.5 
5.0 x 10-7 5.0 x 10-7 92 1 
7.0 x 10-7 7.0 x 10-7 98 1 
1.3 x 10-7 1.3 x 10-7 50 1 
5.5 X 10-8 2.3 x 10-7 79 4.2 
1.8 x 10-7 1.8 x 10-7 78 1 
5.0 x 10-8 5.0 x 10-7 239 1 0 
2.0 X 10-8 1.7 x 10-7 29 8.5 
1.8 x 10-8 2.6 x 10-7 35 14.4 
1.8 X 10-8 1.8 x 10-7 70 1 0 
8.0 x 10-7 8.0 x 10-7 89 1 
6.0 x 10-7 6.0 x 10-7 42 1 
6.1 X 10- 8 2.6 x 10-7 59 4.3 
4.0 X 10-8 2.6 x 10-7 62 6.5 
5.0 x 10-8 3.1 x 10-1 65 6.2 
6.0 x 10-8 3.0 x 10-7 80 5 
4.0 X 10- 8 - 8 -
5.0 x 10-8 - 9 -
Budd and Jacka (1989, figure 5) compared the difference between the minimum strain 
rates for shear and compression at 0.1 MPa octahedral with that between shear tests at 0.2 
MPa shear stress and compression tests at 0.2 MPa compressive stress. They found that the 
minimum strain rates were much closer with the octahedral conversion applied than 
without it. The strain rates were, however, higher in shear than in compression by a 
factor of -2. Gao and others (1989, figure 4) found at -2.0 °C that the minimum 
octahedral shear strain rates for the shear tests were higher by a factor of 2.3, than those 
for the compression tests in the range 0.01to0.41 MPa octahedral shear stress. The shear 
results, converted to octahedral, found in this report seem to be a factor of - 4 higher than 
those for compression. 
Many experiments on initially isotropic ice have revealed that the enhancement factor is 
about 3 in compression and about 5 to 8 in shear (Budd and Jacka, 1989). The mean 
enhancement factors obtained in this study are 3 for compression and 6 for shear. This 
result compares well with earlier findings (Budd and Jacka, 1989). 
5.2.3 Crystal orientation fabric 
The crystal orientation fabrics and associated c-axis orientation histograms pertaining to 
the test ice samples before and after testing in simple shear are displayed in the second and 
third lines of Appendix II. Table 5.2 summarises the fabric data. 
The laboratory studies have revealed that a single maximum or two-maximum fabric was 
developed in the simple shear experiments . The single maximum was developed after 
very high strain (Shumskii, 1958; Rigsby, 1960; Kamb, 1972; Duval, 1981; Bouchez and 
Duval, 1982; Russell-Head, 1985; Gao and others, 1989). 
The final c-axis orientation fabrics obtained here, for laboratory prepared ice with an 
initially random c-axis orientation fabric, were similar to those established by previous 
experiments (Steinemann, 1958; Kamb, 1972; Duval, 1981; Gao and others, 1989). Two-
maximum fabrics were well developed at 59 to 80% strain. A strong maximum developed 
within an angle of 20° to the normal of the shear plane and another weaker one about 25° 
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Table 5.2 Data for crystal orientation fabrics resulting from simple shear tests. O' and µ indicate standard deviation and mean angle of the c-axes 
of crystals to the vertical, and <J>(l/4) and <J>(l/2) the half-apex angles of the cones containing 25% and 50% of the c-axes. Angle 1 and angle 2 are 
respectively the angles between the two maxima and between the weaker maximum and the shear plane· 
sample number fabric ( before testin1 ) total fabric ( after testina 
description µ cr <J>(1 /4) <J>(1/2) strain description µ O' <J>(1 /4) <J>(1/2) anale 1 anale 2 
(0) (0) (0) (0) (%) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) 
AGZ 77 I 225A weak maximum 27 16 15 22 53 weak maximum 31 21 15 23 
AGZ77 I 2258 weak maximum 33 20 20 26 57 central trend 27 22 12 19 
AGZ 77 I 229 single maximum 25 17 15 21 38 weak maximum 27 25 18 27 
AGZ 77 I 230 single maximum 19 11 12 18 91 central trend 32 23 14 23 
BHC 1I738 central trend 21 9 14 21 70 central trend 27 19 14 21 
BHC 1I79C central trend 19 15 10. 15 92 central trend 24 14 15 19 
BHC 1I848 central trend 21 10 12 20 98 central trend 24 16 12 21 
BHC 1 I 108D ? 48 26 30 35 so weak central trend 44 27 21 44 
BHC 1 I 116D · multi maximum 26 7 21 25 79 weak central trend 29 15 19 24 
BHC 1 I 1218 multi maximum 36 26 11 28 78 weak central trend 33 26 10 25 
BHC 1I134D ? 58 29 28 71 239 central trend 22 11 14 23 
. -· 
BHC 1I138C multi maximum 46 46 30 40 29 weak central trend 39 22 30 34 
Dye 3 I T338 girdle 52 17 38 57 35 weak central trend 34 23 14 26 
Dye 3 /T1556 central trend 23 20 12 "13 70 weak central trend 32 24 9 28 
Dye 3 I T1763 single maximum 17 9 10 16 89 single maximum 20 15 12 18 
Dye 3 I T1922 single maximum 16 11 9 14 42 weak maximum 25 19 11 18 
LAB 1 random 52 21 37 52 59 two maximum 36 25 15 26 47 24 
LAB 2 random theoretical: 62 two maximum 33 27 12 21 54 20 
LAB 3 random 57.30 21.56 65 two maximum 34 24 12 27 45 27 
LAB4 random 80 two maximum 28 24 9 18 49 26 
away from the shear plane in the experimental shear direction. The angle between the two 
maxima was about 50°. Both maxima appear elongated perpendicular to the plane 
containing the length and height of the ice sample. From Table 5.2 and Appendix II, it 
seems that the angle between the strong maximum and the vertical of the shear plane 
decreases and the angle between the weak maximum and the shear plane increases with 
increasing strain, which implies that all crystal c-axes rotated towards the vertical of the 
shear plane with increasing strain. 
All ice core samples (exhibiting various initial degrees of anisotropy) showed a tendency 
for c-axis orientation towards the vertical of the shear plane and formed a c-axis 
orientation concentration within 44 ° of the shear plane with increasing strain. This c-axis 
orientation concentration shows an elongation perpendicular to the plane containing the 
length and height of the ice samples. The tests on the ice initially with a single maximum 
or central trend fabric pattern basically resulted in no change. This implies that the single 
maximum fabric (especially if near the vertical of the shear plane) is a compatible fabric 
for shear. More strain is required for an initially incompatible fal;>ric like a circle girdle 
fabric to develop a compatible fabric. 
In shear, it is clea,r that the single maximum fabric is an 11 easy glide 11 fabric and the circle 
girdle fabric is a 11 hard glide" fabric. For the multiple maxima fabric the compatibility, in 
shear, seems dependent on the crystal c-axes distribution. If some of the crystal c-axes 
within a multiple maxima fabric are located at the vertical of the shear plane, this multiple 
maxima fabric would exhibit the characteristics of an easy glide fabric. Sample BHC1-
121B is an example of this. The fluctuation of tertiary strain rates evident in some creep 
curves could be explained by the fabric change during .deformation. By contrast, if none 
of the crystal c-axes within a multiple maxima fabric is located at the vertical of the shear 
plane, this multiple maxima fabric will exhibit the characteristics of a hard glide fabric. 
The further the crystal c-axes distribute from the vertical , the harder the ice with this 
fabric deforms, i.e. the minimum strain rate is even lower than that for a circle girdle 
fabric. Samples BHC1-116D and BHC1-138C are examples of this phenomenon. 
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5.2.4 Crystal size 
Changes in crystal size in shear tests are similar to those occurring in compression tests. 
In Chapter 4 it was seen that with attainment of the tertiary flow an equilibrium crystal 
size is established. Figure 5.1, a plot of the crystal size as a function of the octahedral 
shear strain, shows that with increasing strain to beyond 80% at the tertiary stage, the 
crystal size changed from an initial range of 0.9 to 306 mm2 (the largest one is greater than 
the smallest one by a factor of >255) to a final range of 0.9 to 1.9 mm2. The mean final 
crystal size of 1.5 mm2 for four laboratory prepared ice samples beyond 59% strain- is 
indicated by a dashed line on the figure. The strain required to establish the equilibrium 
crystal size seems dependent on the initial crystal size and crystal orientation fabric. 
The mean crystal size for the laboratory prepared ice samples in the shear tests was 1.5 
mm2. For compression, the mean crystal size at test completion was 2.24 mm2. This 
would seem to support the hypothesis that equilibrium steady state crystal size is 
independent of stress configuration (Jacka and Maccagnan, 1984; Gao, unpublished, Jacka 
and Li, 1994). 
In addition, the development of the crystal size seems unrelated to impurity concentrations 
in the shear tests. This coincides with a similar conclusion for the compression tests of 
Chapter4. 
5.3 THE FACTORS AFFECTING THE FLOW OF ICE 
For the uniaxial compression tests on the Wisconsin and Holocene ice from the drilled ice 
cores, in order to separate the effects of crystal orientation fabric and impurity 
concentrations on the flow, the impu~ty concentration effects on the tertiary flow were 
studied while the initial crystal orientation fabric effect on minimum strain rate was 
examined. It was found that the flow seemed primarily determined by the crystal 
orientation fabric, rather than impurity concentrations. Similarly, for the simple shear 
tests, the same inspection is required to clarify the factors affecting the flow in simple 
shear. 
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Figure 5.1 Crystal size in shear as a fl;lnction of total octahedral shear strain. The dashed 
line indicates the mean crystal size of laboratory prepared ice samples beyond 59% 
octahedral shear strain. 
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As expected from Section 4.2, for the compression tests on the Wisconsin and Holocene 
ice along the axis of the core, if "softness" results from impurities alone, the Wisconsin 
ice should deform more rapidly than the Holocene ice at all stages of the deformation. If 
fabric, and different rates of its development, are the determining factor, the minimum 
strain rate for the Holocene ice should be greater than that of the Wisconsin ice. 
Alternatively, for simple shear tests on the Wisconsin and Holocene ice along the basal 
plane of the core, if "softness" results from impurities alone, the effects will be seen as 
for the compression tests. If fabric, and different rates of its development, are the 
determining factor, by contrast, the minimum strain rate for the Wisconsin ice should be 
greater than that for the Holocene ice. 
5.3.1 Effect of impurities on tertiary flow 
Across all the ice samples the dust concentrations are different by two orders of 
magnitude and the highest dust concentrations in the Wisconsin ice (in the AGZ77 core) 
are a factor of 651 greater that the lowest dust concentration in the Transition ice (in the 
BHCl core (see Chapter 2)). From Figure 5.2, the tertiary strain rates for the ice 
containing higher dust concentration are not greater than those for the ice containing lower 
dust concentration. Therefore, the dust concentration seems not to affect the deformation. 
Similarly, even though the soluble (Na, Ca, Mg, Cl, S04 and N03 ions) impurity 
concentrations in some Wisconsin samples are an order of magnitude higher than those in 
some Holocene samples (see Chapter 2), Figure 5.3 indicates that there is no relation 
between the tertiary strain rate and the soluble impurity concentrations. 
The result that the soluble or insoluble impurity concentrations seem not to affect the flow 
of the ice seems compatible with the results found the compression in Chapter 4. 
5.3.2 Effect of initial crystal orientation fabric on minimum strain rate 
It was seen in Section 5.2.1, that the minimum strain rate was dependent on the initial 
crystal orientation fabric. The minimum strain rates found for the shear tests are much 
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higher for the samples exhibiting a single maximum fabric than for the samples showing a 
circle girdle fabric. This is independent of the climatic period from which the ice samples 
originated. For the BHCl core the Holocene samples exhibit higher minimum strain rates 
than Wisconsin samples. This phenomenon can only be explained by the crystal 
orientation fabric. The single maximum fabric is an easy glide fabric for shear and this 
pattern facilitates enhanced flow more readily than other (hard glide) fabrics (e.g. circle 
girdle for shear). The flow for the ice with an easy glide fabric exhibits a high minimum 
strain rate - sometimes as high as the tertiary strain rate, and the flow for the ice with a 
hard glide fabric a low minimum strain rate. 
The simple shear tests further strengthen the results from the compression tests that the 
minimum strain rate is mainly dominated by the crystal orientation fabric. 
5.4 STEADY STATE FLOW OF ICE IN SHEAR DEFORMATION 
Like the compression tests in Chapter 4, the shear tests in this Chapter also confirm the 
existence of steady state ice flow, as established by previous experiments (Russell-Head, 
1985; Gao, unpublished). Further, the study of steady state ice flow is now extended to 
the anisotropic ice of the Wisconsin and Holocene periods obtained from the ice cores in 
the Northern Hemisphere and Antarctica. 
At an octahedral shear strain of -1 to 30% a steady state tertiary strain rate was 
established. The strain required to establish the steady state ice flow is more for the ice 
with an incompatible fabric than for the ice with a compatible fabric. This steady state 
strain rate is maintained for at least a further 239% strain. 
With the development of this steady sta.te strain rate a steady state crystal orientation fabric 
- a two maxima fabric for laboratory prepared ice, and central tendency for field ice are 
also developed. It is clear that for an incompatible fabric in shear, such as a circle girdle 
or multiple maximum off the vertical fabric, more strain is required to develop a steady 
state crystal orientation fabric. 
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Also along with the attainment of this steady state creep rate, a steady state (or 
equilibrium) crystal size is established. The actual value of this equilibrium size seems 
independent of stress configuration. The strain required for establishment of this 
equilibrium crystal size seems dependent on the initial crystal size and crystal orientation 
fabric. 
Similar to the compression tests, it is al&o shown that this steady state ice flow in the shear 
configuration is independent of the sample initial conditions, i.e. no matter whether the 
sample has random or small circle girdle fabrics or already single maximum fabric 
patterns, no matter whether it has large crystals or small crystals and no matter whether 
high impurity concentrations or low impurity concentrations. The results also show the 
independence of the steady state flow in shear on the sample origin or history, i.e. no 
matter whether the test sample is laboratory prepared or from an ice core drilled from a 
natural ice mass, and no matter whether it is Holocene in origin or Wisconsin , and no 
matter whether from the Northern Hemisphere or Antarctica. 
5.5 SUMMARY 
One set of simple shear tests has been performed on ice samples taken from the 
Wisconsin and Holocene ice from the AGZ77, BHCl and DYE3 cores. The tests were 
carried out at 0.2 MPa octahedral shear stress and -5 ·c - the same test conditions as 
' 
described for the compression tests of Chapter 4. The results indicated by the shear tests 
described here would also seem to strengthen the findings of Chapter 4. 
With increasing strain in the shear tests, the deformation of both the Wisconsin ice and 
the Holocene ice tends to reach a steady state tertiary flow and the ice initially displaying 
single maximum fabrics reach it at smaller strains. No evidence has been found to indicate 
that the Wisconsin ice deforms more rapidly than the Holocene ice or that the flow of the 
ice is affected by the soluble (dust) or insoluble impurity concentrations. The single 
maximum fabric is an easy glide crystal orientation fabric for shear. This pattern 
facilitates enhanced flow by a factor of 14.4 over the minimum flow rate for a hard glide 
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fabric (such as a circle girdle fabric in shear). Therefore, it seems that the measured 
enhanced flow in the Wisconsin ice (with a strong single maximum fabric and high 
impurity concentrations) in the AGZ77 core and in the DYE3 core is primarily du.e to the 
crystal vertical orientations at these test conditions. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSALS FOR FURTHER WORK 
6.1 CONCLUSIONS 
Ice deformation experiments in two different stress configurations, uniaxial compression 
along the axis of the ice core and simple shear approximately parallel to the ice basal 
plane, have been used to examine the flow rates of samples selected from three ice sheets. 
The ice sheets are the Law Dome Ice Cap, a small (200 km diameter) coastal ice cap 
adjacent to the main East Antarctic Ice Sheet, Agassiz Ice Cap in Ellesmere Island Canada, 
and the Greenland Ice Cap. The samples were chosen from cores drilled through the ice 
sheets and they were selected from depths such that different climatic periods were 
represented. These climatic periods were the pre-Wisconsin (the transition from the last 
interglacial to the Wisconsin), the Wisconsin (the last glacial period), the Wisconsin to 
Holocene transition and the Holocene (the present interglacial period). 
Each of the deformation tests was carried out at an octahedral shear stress of 0.2 MPa and 
a temperature of -5.0 °C. 
With the progression of strain, the deformation of the samples tended to reach a constant 
steady state (tertiary) flow rate. The path to steady state flow is dependent upon the 
relationship between stress configuration and crystal orientation fabric pattern. Ice with a 
c-axis fabric pattern compatible with the applied stress configuration (small circle girdle 
pattern for compression and single maximum pattern for shear) reached steady state flow 
. directly, without passing through a minimum creep stage. 
Examination of the tertiary strain rate and impurity. concentrations failed to find any 
significant difference between the flow rates of Wisconsin and Holocene ice, despite 
significant variations in the impurity concen~ations. 
ihe experimental results show that crystal size and the presence of impurities (in the 
concentrations found in the different ice samples) seems not to affect the ice flow rates at 
the temperature and stress tested. The ice flow rates are found to be determined mainly by 
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crystal orientation fabric pattern. It is concluded therefore, that the more rapid flow 
measured in some field projects for the Wisconsin ice is primarily due to enhanced crystal 
orientation strength. 
6.2 STEADY STATE ICE FLOW 
Steady state ice flow has been established by previous laboratory experiments in both 
compression and simple shear configurations. The uniaxial compression tests and simple 
shear tests described in this report extend the steady state ice flow to the anisotropic 
Wisconsin and Holocene ice from the ice cores from Greenland, Agassiz and Antarctica. 
Along with attainment of steady state (tertiary) strain rate, a preferred crystal orientation 
fabric is developed. The preferred crystal orientation fabric is a steady state fabric and its 
pattern is a small circle girdle pattern for the compression configuration and a central 
tendency pattern for the simple shear configuration. 
A steady state (or equilibrium) crystal size seems also to be developed with the 
establishment of a steady state strain rate. The actual equilibrium crystal size in the tests 
described in this thesis appears independent of ice initial conditions (i.e. crystal size, 
crystal orientation fabric and impurity concentrations). 
6.3 PROPOSALS FOR FURTHER EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMS 
In the experimental project described in this thesis, ice mechanical experiments have been 
performed separately in uniaxial compression and in simple shear configurations on the 
selected ice core samples. These two stress configurations are commonly considered as 
special extreme cases in natural ice masses, while the ice on ice sheets is mainly governed 
by more complex stress systems. Tests in more complicated stress configurations (e.g. 
combined compression and shear ) are required to further the study of the flow of natural 
ice masses. 
In order to avoid the long times required to carry out laboratory deformation tests, a stress 
of 0.2 MPa and a temperature of -5.0 ·c were chosen for this project. Tests at low 
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temperatures and stresses are required to fully understand the flow of the cold polar ice 
masses. 
It has been found from this experimental project that crystal orientation fabric pattern 
provides the dominant determinant of ice flow rates. The tested samples have included ice 
with c-axis fabric patterns including single maximum, circle girdle, multi-maximum and 
random patterns. There is still a need for further tests on other ice with different fabric 
patterns, such as is exhibited by the Vostok core from Antarctica. V ostok ice is deformed 
in situ in tension along the flow direction. As a result, the c-axes are clustered about a 
vertical plane transverse to the flow direction (Alley, 1988; Lipenkov and others, 1989). 
Deformation tests on samples from the Vostok core are in progress. Compression tests on 
ice with a single maximum c-axis fabric pattern (such as AGZ77 core), aligned correctly in 
test rigs, and shear tests on ice with a multi-maxima fabric pattern are also required. 
For ice with an incompatible c-axis fabric - applied stress configuration relation, it is clear 
that large strains are required to establish steady state ice flow and associated steady state 
crystal orientation fabric and steady state (equilibrium) crystal size. By performing 
multiple repeat compression tests to large total strain (> 100%) and simple shear tests, also 
to large total strain (>300%) on ice core samples and laboratory prepared samples with 
various crystal sizes, a better quantitative description of fabric might be developed. Also, 
a better understanding of the equilibrium crystal size will be determined. 
One problem associated with running simple shear tests using present techniques concerns 
sample geometry. The simple shear becomes closer to extension due to distortion of the 
sample at large strains. This distortion of the sample may be compensated by cutting the 
initial sample to a parallelepiped angled, away from the shear direction (Li, unpublished). 
The effect of impurities on the ice flow shquld be further investigated, especially at the 
warm temperatures typical of the basal layers of the ice sheets. For this purpose, tests on 
ice core samples with a range of dust or sulphate values are required, and on laboratory 
prepared ice doped with various amounts of dust, sulphate and other soluble impurities. 
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APPENDIX I 
Creep curves and crystal structure measurements 
for uniaxial compression tests 
lst column - Results of first compression test. 
2nd column - Results of second compression test. 
3rd column - Results of third compression test. 
lst row - Creep curve of octahedral shear strain rate versus octahedral 
shear strain on log-log scales. 
2ndrow-
3rdrow-
4th row -
N-
S-
£-
0' -
µ-
Diagram of crystal orientation fabric. 
Diagram of c-axis distribution histogram. 
Thin section photograph on 1:1 scales. 
Number of crystals oriented. 
Mean crystal area. 
Total octahedral shear strain. 
Standard deviation of the c-axis crystal angles to the vertical . 
Mean of the c-axis crystal angles to the vertical. 
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APPENDIX II 
Creep curves and crystal structure measurements 
for simple shear tests 
lst row - Creep curves of octahedral shear strain rate versus time and octahedral 
shear strain on log-log scales respectively. J' 
2nd row - Diagrams of crystal orientation fabric with an arrow showing experimental 
shear direction before testing (left) and after testing (right). 
3rd row - Diagrams of c-axis distribution histogram before testing (left) and after 
testing (right). 
4th row - Thin section photographs on 1: 1 scales before testing (left) and after testing 
(right). 
N - Number of crystals oriented. 
e - Total octahedral shear strain. 
S - Mean crystal area. 
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